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**Abstract**

Major life changes may cause an autobiographical rupture and the need to work on one's narrative identity. In this dissertation, I developed new interview methodologies to work through an autobiographical rupture experience and to support the (re)construction of life narratives. Ten newly diagnosed prostate cancer patients, five with their spouses, participated in the study. Each patient/couple participated in five narrative in-depth interviews during cancer treatment and later in a follow-up interview. The interview series offered the participants several ways to talk about their cancer experience and life, and to re-evaluate and re-construct what they had previously said. In the Momentary Key Metaphor methodology, the interviewee is asked to describe the illness experience using metaphors and to reflect on their personal meaning. In the follow-up interview, the metaphors are returned to the interviewee for retrospective review. The metaphors provided the participants with a tool to explore, summarize, and reflect on a complex, often contradictory experience at different stages of its development. One key finding was the polyphonic nature of the metaphors. The construction of polyphonic metaphors helped the participants work with emotions, tolerate uncertainty, and deal with different aspects of their experience. The couple context introduced the voice of the spouse and highlighted the mutuality in the couple's dyadic coping process. At the beginning, when uncertainty was high, the spouses used metaphors to create hope. As the patients' agency became stronger, the spouses were able to express their own vulnerability. In the Clip Approach methodology, the interviewee's narration is reflected back through visual artifacts, “the Clips,” that allow the interviewee to re-enter their cancer experience and life, and re-construct their narratives concerning them. The Clips returned the narration in a tangible, reconstructable form in the narrator's own voice. They supported participants in developing self-observation and helped them move from the object position of a serious illness to the subject position of an active agent. The construction of a life story through the use of the Clips supported autobiographical reasoning and helped to explore and re-evaluate meanings, build a bridge between the past and the future and embed the cancer experience as part of the participant's life narrative. In the dissertation, I propose a series of interviews as a patient-centered guidance and counseling intervention for cancer care. The methodologies can be used to address and explore autobiographical ruptures in a variety of life-changing situations, and they offer encouraging potential for low-threshold psychosocial support interventions in a range of application areas. They may also provide new tools for existing contexts. The Clip Approach suits environments with time for collaborative work, like psychotherapies. The Momentary Key Metaphor can be used as a dialogic opening even in shorter encounters, for example during medical appointments in a longer treatment relationship.
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Life can only be understood backwards; but it must be lived forwards.

S. A. Kierkegaard

How do I know what I think until I see what I say?

E. M. Forster

It is through our stories that we construct ourselves as part of our world.

J. Brockmeier & R. Harré
1. Prologue

I have graduated from a technical field and pursued a long career in business, but I have always been especially interested in human beings and the psychological side of the humankind. Year after year, my desire to get closer to people, also professionally, has grown. When I was given the opportunity to explore the construction of the life stories of people in difficult life situations through narrative interviews, I immediately jumped at the chance. I am interested in humans as meaning makers and in language as the substance for emerging meanings:

*I love stories, language, and writing, the beauty of language—and the human being in a search for purpose, making interpretations. I love how a person builds her story, and the story builds her: fragmented meanings to be collected, turned over in one’s hands, wondered at, arranged, and fitted together—finding connections, constructing images—integrity, wholeness, meaningfulness.* (Talsi, 2013, p. 25)

In addition to my interest in the people around me, I am also a person who explores herself. Some people write diaries; I have been writing dream books for years. For me, writing is an important channel of self-expression, and dreams are an inexhaustible source for exploring my own mind.

In 2010, I decided to discover whether I could find a meaningful postgraduate path through my former school. Over the years, much had changed. Helsinki University of Technology had become the multidisciplinary Aalto University, and philosopher Esa Saarinen had been appointed Professor of Applied Philosophy at the Occupational Psychology and Leadership Unit of the Department of Industrial Engineering and Management to bring a human-centric approach to the university as a counterweight to technology. Esa supported me in my desire to conduct interdisciplinary research.

At the same time, Timo Joensuu, a co-founder of the Docrates Cancer Center, wanted to take cancer care in a more holistic direction. Esa brought us together. I suggested interviewing patients in a series of interviews, providing them with a context to reflect on their experience and structure their difficult life situation narratively. Timo became excited about the idea.

The study had simple starting points: on the one hand, narrative identity as a social construction and the illness experience as a potential rupture in it and, on the other, the potential of a qualitative research process, in this case, a series of
narrative interviews, as an intervention for narrating and re-constructing one’s life narrative. Later, the idea arose of providing the option for the subjects to participate in the research with their spouses.

Involving patients, the research required Ethics Committee approval. I began working on the clinical trial research protocol and studied the course and the content of narrative interviews as presented in the literature. For example, Flick (2002) described them as follows. Narrative interviews are unstructured interviews in which the interviewer asks the participant to tell a story about a given theme and continues with clarifying questions if necessary. During the interview, the interviewer summarizes what has been said and asks if the story he/she has constructed describes the narrated events correctly (Flick, 2002). When mapping the analytic methods of narrative research, I noticed that no single standard method of analysis existed. What was typical was that the analysis resulted in a new narrative, written by the researcher. Thus, I wrote a conclusion in the research protocol:

> As there are no ready-made narrative methods, the interviews and the analysis can be designed to best serve the purpose of the study and the patient or the couple. According to the nature of the qualitative research, data collection and analysis may take place in parallel, and interview and analysis methods can be developed according to what emerges from the data. (Prostate Cancer Interview Study, Protocol of the Clinical Study, 2014, p. 14)

In a postgraduate course essay, I examined the relationship between the voice of the participants and the voice of the researcher:

> It is essential that the stories constructed in the interviews are the interviewees’ own. At their best, the interviews will help a person find connections between fragmented events, a plot for the whole, a resolution to a complication brought by life, a meaningful life story, a world they own and tell in their own voice. At this point, my voice will fall silent. Listening to my innermost being is to listen to another person, to make their voice heard. (Talsi, 2013, pp. 28–29, shortened)

In the protocol, I considered the importance of iterative, hermeneutic elaboration on various levels of the research:

> There is a similarity between the construction of the patient’s/couple’s story and the construction of the theory of the research. In both of them, the initial understanding and the existing fragments of knowledge are separated by a chasm of wonder, which will be narrowed by iterative, abductive thinking. The work will start from the top and progress spirally deeper until the image is clear and the whole is intact. This will first take place at the level of the story of the patient/couple: When mirrored with contemporary understanding, fragmented experiences, interpretations, and meanings gradually form a meaningful, comprehensible whole. After that, the same will take place on the level of theory formation, for which patients’ and couples’ narratives are initially fragmented stories, the legitimacy of which will gradually be discovered in the dialogue between them, the current understanding of the researcher, and the theoretical
In the spring 2014, I took the application to the Helsinki University Central Hospital, summarizing the content of the research for the Ethics Committee as follows:

This study examines the inherent human process of building a new intact inner story after a difficult experience, and whether this process can be supported and accelerated. While being able to focus on the well-described physical therapy, the patient will be offered an opportunity to reflect on his experience and life situation narratively. Half of the interviewees will participate in the interviews with their spouses. This will bring a new dimension to the whole: the story will be built together; it will be shared. The study explores the kind of internal meanings patients and spouses give to their experiences, how their stories change and evolve, and how narration and self-reflection, or mutual reflection, will help them in structuring the whole—in building a new intact narrative. (Prostate Cancer Interview Study, Summary of the Study Plan, 2014, pp. 3–4)

The research was approved by the Ethics Committee for gynecology and obstetrics, pediatrics, and psychiatry of the Hospital District of Helsinki and Uusimaa on November 27, 2014 (161/13/03/03/2014). During the process, we had invited Professor Aarno Laitila from the School of Educational Sciences and Psychology, University of Eastern Finland, to supervise the dissertation in the field of psychology.
2. Introduction

2.1 Serious Illness as an Autobiographical Rupture

Narratives and life stories are created individually and in interaction; they form a narrative identity which develops slowly over time and provides a feeling of wholeness and meaning to life (Sparkes & Smith, 2008; McAdams, 2013; McAdams & McLean, 2013). Becoming seriously ill, and surviving or recovering from a serious illness, is an autobiographical rupture (Bury, 1982; Ricoeur, 1991; Holma, 1999), which a human being seeks to correct by building a link between the past and the future. In conventional life, the life story is nonconscious. One begins to ponder it consciously when it becomes distorted (Hänninen, 2004). Then also telling the story becomes topical (Frank, 1995).

The mere remembering of past episodes is insufficient (Habermas & Köber, 2015); one must interpret and evaluate remembered experiences (Singer & Bluck, 2001) and make connections between distant parts of life, self, and personal development (McLean & Fournier, 2008; Habermas & Köber, 2015). Autobiographical reasoning facilitates coping and contributes to the development of personality, identity (Habermas, 2011), and personal growth (McLean & Fournier, 2008). Life stories showing agency, exploration, and redemptive meanings seem to relate to higher levels of mental health, well-being, and maturity (McAdams & McLean, 2013; Kerr et al., 2020). Even without a positive resolution, negative experiences may contribute to well-being by enhancing meaning through stimulated comprehension of how the event fits into a broader narrative of self, relationships, and the world (Vohs et al., 2019). Narrative identity is at the core of adaptation and development (McAdams & McLean, 2013), and storytelling is at the heart of stability and change in the self (McLean, Pasupathi, & Pals, 2007).

2.2 Interview as Interaction

All counseling and psychotherapy rely on telling stories and, in the end, retelling the client’s life story (McLeod, 1996) as a collaborative task (Kohler Riessman & Speedy, 2007). In the oral therapy tradition, the re-authoring of lives is mainly achieved through a questioning process, while in the narrative therapy tradition it is also achieved through the use of written and visual documents (White & Epston, 1990, pp. 16–17; Morgan, 2000, pp. 112–127; Ricks et al., 2014). Narratives allow for the lived experience to be plotted into a story (Ricoeur, 1991).
They enable the recognition of “unique outcomes” and the construction of meaning around them, thus bringing forth alternative stories, the elaboration, scope, and endurance of which can be expanded by recruiting an audience for their performance (White & Epston, 1990, pp. 31, 41, 114, 127). Narrative therapy practice is a form of “live” co-research, described by others as narrative inquiry (Kohler Riessman & Speedy, 2007). It studies the human process of meaning-making and is especially suitable for inquiring into these processes regarding the self (Adler et al., 2017).

In qualitative inquiry, subjects are treated as and called participants, and the research process itself is viewed as a type of intervention (Gale, 1993). Qualitative inquiry may include some, possibly several change processes that have been described as helpful by clients in therapy (Timulak, 2010). As a pluralistic framework of practice, it utilizes the therapeutic possibilities existing in the wider culture in which people live—using what the participant knows, taking it seriously (McLeod, 2013).

Serial interviews allow the participant-researcher relationship to develop and deepen over time, creating trust and enabling participants to voice sensitive issues in their personal accounts (Murray et al., 2009). In qualitative interviews, participants have an engaged audience; they are listened to. Qualitative inquiry appreciates (Adler et al., 2017), even amplifies, participants’ voices (Martin, 1998). Emphasizing the absolute authority of the narrator in how to build the story, Martin (1998) aptly writes, “to speak is one thing, to be heard is another, to be confirmed as being heard is yet another” (p. 9). Telling one’s story may be an empowering act (Martin, 1998), and acceptance shown in an interview carries healing potential (Tomm, 1988).

Serial interviews support self-reflection by allowing earlier findings to be developed and reflected on (Murray et al., 2009). A necessary step towards being able to act upon a phenomenon is that of first becoming an observer, through which both self-awareness and “other awareness,” such as empathy, are enhanced (Tomm, 1987b). In Tomm’s (1987a) concept of “interventive interviewing,” where the entire interview is regarded as a series of continuous interventions, reflexive questions are central (Tomm, 1988). Respecting the autonomy of the participants, they open space for new perceptions, perspectives, and options, creating new connections and fresh solutions, and guiding the participants towards releasing their innate healing capacity in their own manner and time (Tomm, 1988). Serial interviews allow narratives to unfold, forming rich, generative, and contextualized accounts (Murray et al., 2009) with “a nearly endless opportunity for revisiting and for discovery” (Adler et al., 2017, p. 524). It is important that rather than writing the last chapter of the story, research reports allow the stories to continue (Sparkes & Smith, 2008).

2.3 Visual Artifacts in Qualitative Research

The qualitative research approach is phenomenon-based, in contrast to the variable-based nature of quantitative research. To reach the phenomenon under study and enable its investigation, qualitative inquiry may benefit from visual
material used, created, or produced in collaboration with others. There is a growing interest in using visual methodologies and creative artifacts in social research—examples range from photography, documentary filmmaking, paintings, graffiti, and computer-mediated interactions (Reavey & Johnson, 2011) to Lego constructions (Gauntlett & Holzwarth, 2006). In narrative research, visual timelines have been used to locate the main events during a specified timeframe (Black & Warhurst, 2015).

In psychological research, visual methodologies are a salutary way of accessing meaning and expressing and transforming experience (Reavey & Johnson, 2011). They provide new ways of experiencing and creative mediums to generate meanings; instead of only speaking, participants are able to see their world in a tangible dimension, offering a channel for engaging with the experience from the non-discursive side of self production (Reavey & Johnson, 2011). Visual artifacts are symbolic representations through which ideas can be articulated, developed, and exchanged; they provide material entities with which to interact and develop knowledge (Ewenstein & Whyte, 2007). Visual approaches strengthen participant-agency (Reavey & Johnson, 2011) and invite the practice of self-reflection more freely (Mitchell et al., 2005). They may also develop feelings of artistry, creativity, and productivity (Predeger, 1996).

2.4 Metaphor as a Tool for Building Meaning

Metaphors may play a significant and potentially beneficial role when facing a severe illness. Metaphors express, reflect, and strengthen various ways of sense-making (Semino, Demjén, & Demmen, 2018). By reframing complex issues (Penson, 2004), they offer creative means of producing new resources of knowing (Laranjeira, 2013). They structure thinking, provide insight, and create new comprehension (Lakoff & Johnson, 1980), potentially providing new solutions, even new ways for personal growth (Levitt, Korman, & Angus, 2000).

Studies among cancer patients have shown that metaphors may help to express (Gibbs & Franks, 2002) and manage emotions (Appleton & Flynn, 2014) and support coping (Hommerberg, Gustafsson, & Sandgren, 2020). They can help people stabilize themselves when confronted with uncertainty and change by providing distance from frightening chaos (Teucher, 2003). The creation of meaningful metaphors enables the imaginative use of available safe groundings and may even evolve into a core ability through which to express, intensify, and transform anxiety through associations that can contain deep meaning (Skott, 2002).

Metaphors may support patients in managing (Appleton & Flynn, 2014), strengthening, and recreating their identity (Skott, 2002). Metaphors can help them resist disruption, integrate the illness experience into their life, and make plans for the future, whilst highlighting the potential of the experience to foster intellectual and emotional growth (Gibbs & Franks, 2002). Metaphors can also provide tools for patients to present themselves in relation to others (Gibbs & Franks, 2002), produce shared meaning (Harrington, 2012), and link the individual illness experience to a collective one (Skott, 2002).
The meaning of a metaphor is always situated in the discursive practice in which it is born (Kövecses, 2015). Therefore, only by placing metaphors in context and understanding them through the narrators’ unique, individual accounts (Appleton & Flynn, 2014) can we fully comprehend the role they play. Furthermore, the order that a metaphor creates is always challenged by the disorder it describes; thus, metaphors and their meanings are always open for re-interpretation and re-negotiation (Teucher, 2003).

Although metaphors can change over time, they are very precise expressions for the narrator when they are told. Just as cancer and the illness experience are often multifaceted and contradictory, so are the metaphors with which they are described. Through multiple, even contradictory metaphors, people facing cancer can make sense of the different aspects of their experience and transform the illness experience into a meaningful one (Gibbs & Franks, 2002; Hommerberg, Gustafsson, & Sandgren, 2020).

2.5 Dialogue as a Context for Emerging Meaning

According to Bakhtin (1986), contextual meaning arises between people—it always includes at least two parties: “I in interrelationship with other personalities, that is, I and other, I and thou” (p. 167). Each utterance lives by coming into contact with another one; only there “does a light flash, illuminating both the posterior and the anterior” (p. 162), combining the utterance into a dialogue. Everything said is a response to what has been said before (Bakhtin, 1981), and each utterance “includes a question, an address, and the anticipation of a response” (Bakhtin, 1986, pp. 169–170). We often analyze things in a narrow time frame, in the scope of the present day, the recent past, and the imaginable—desired or frightening—future. In reality, the dialogical context has no limits. Any moment, the dialogue encases enormous amounts of forgotten contextual meanings, which may be recalled in a renewed form at certain moments in the later development of the dialogue. The power of meaning is revolutionary. Without changing the actual (existential) composition of an event and reality, it may change the total contextual meaning of it. This is the semantic transformation of existence (Bakhtin, 1986).

Inspired by the dialogical approach of Bakhtin, Seikkula and colleagues (1995) have developed a method called “the Open Dialogue” to support patients and their social networks in severe psychiatric crises. As Seikkula and Trimble (2005) describe, from the Bakhtinian perspective, understanding only arises through active discussion and listening. It is in the momentary details of human interaction that meaning develops. The meaning of an utterance comes as much from the listener as from the speaker: “For words to have meaning, they require response” (p. 465). Meaning is constantly created and changed through the inherently unpredictable process of response. Each new voice included in the “polyphonic” (Bakhtin, 1984) dialogue increases the potential for understanding. When multiple voices join in to share the experience, new possibilities can arise. Making space for the not-yet-said (Anderson & Goolishian, 1988) and accepting
it when it emerges, allows for experiences of healing. Finding language for traumatic experiences and the emotions embedded in them makes them tolerable, and cultivating reflective dialogue helps in accepting uncertainty and discovering “the psychological resources for answering the question of how to go on” (Seikkula & Trimble, 2005, p. 471).

Miller and Stiver (1998) write about the dialogical quality of human interaction from the perspective of mutual empathy. According to them, our feelings and thoughts are not clear until we gain the chance to engage with another person who can resonate with them. Through sharing our feelings and thoughts and those that arise in response, we can recognize them more fully. Mutual empathy allows both participants to continue adding something more to their dialogue (Miller & Stiver, 1998). In a relationship that fosters growth, each is open to being touched, moved, and changed by the other (Jordan, 2017). It is on these kinds of relationships that our meaning-making capacity, healthy individual development, and psychological health are dependent (Miller & Stiver, 1998).

2.6 Serious Illness and Dyadic Coping

In her work among couples affected by breast cancer and other life-threatening illnesses, Skerrett (2003, 1998) found that non-resilient couples lacked a co-constructed meaning for the experience, while resilient couples actively redefined self and couple identity in the changing demands of the illness. Optimal couple functioning depended on the ability of the couple to define the illness experience as a shared problem (1998) and to jointly construct a compatible structure of meaning to guide their mutual coping efforts (2003).

Skerrett (2003) defined healing dialogue “as one in which both partners felt empowered to speak from (and listen to) their authentic selves,” “felt heard and responded to,” and “in which there was respect for difference” (p. 72). She, too, reminds us of the significance of empathy. Referring to Frank (1998), she writes that talking about illness is reaching out to another human, the story as a basis for mutual understanding. When we are connected to the speaker and genuinely interested in what they say, we are moved, because when we listen to the other we are listening to ourselves, and the moment of listening crystallizes around the reciprocity of needs—we allow the vulnerability of the other to touch our own. Through being able to empathize with each other, rather than withdrawing into their separate worlds of suffering, the couples in her study began to understand the healing that can occur by seeking connection around a shared experience.

In their study among breast cancer patients and their partners, Kayser and colleagues (2007, 2016) identified three relationship characteristics that facilitated dyadic coping: relationship awareness, authenticity, and mutuality. They define relationship awareness as “thinking about the impact of the disease on the partner and the relationship and how to sustain one’s relationship given the extra demands of the illness,” authenticity as “disclosing of genuine feelings to your partner, not hiding feelings from partner,” and mutuality as “empathic responding; a way of relating in which each of the partners is participating as fully
as possible in a shared experience” (Kayser, Watson, & Andrade, 2007, p. 410). Dyadic coping is a process that involves (a) appraising the illness-related stress as a dyad, (b) communicating about it, (c) coordinating coping efforts and making meaning of the illness experience, leading to (d) adaptation to the stressor, and individual and relational growth (Kayser, Watson, & Andrade, 2007; Kayser & Acquati, 2019).

The concept of mutuality is based on Relational-Cultural Theory, developed by Jean Baker Miller and colleagues, who suggested that mutual empathy—the ability to experience another person’s feelings while remaining in touch with one’s own feelings—is a major component of a healthy relationship (Miller, 1986). Mutual empathy leads to mutual empowerment, characterized by (a) zest (“the energizing effect of the emotional joining”), (b) action (“each acts and has an important impact on the other—each creates change”), (c) knowledge (“an enlarged and more accurate picture of themselves and of each other”), (d) sense of worth (“worthy of another person’s recognition and attention in the experiencing of . . . feelings and thoughts”), and (e) greater sense of connection and desire for more connections (“desire for fuller connection . . . and a concern for that person’s well-being”) (Miller & Stiver, 1998, pp. 24–41). Sharing feelings with another person is important for the growth in mutuality (Miller & Stiver, 1998)—both people grow and contribute to the growth of one another and their relationship (Jordan, 2017, p. 235).

2.7 Prostate Cancer as a Health Crisis

2.7.1 Diagnosis—a Psychological Disruption

A prostate cancer diagnosis is a traumatic experience for patients and their families. Lehto and colleagues (2015, 2017b) investigated patients’ psychological reactions at the time of diagnosis and their psychological well-being five years later in a Finnish national sample of prostate cancer patients (n = 1239). More than half (53%) of the participants reported that the diagnosis had caused various emotional changes (feeling blue, 30%; fluctuating mood, 21%; repetitive thoughts, 10%; grief, 10%; feelings of bitterness, 9%; wandering thoughts, 8%; angry feelings, 3%). Every second (51%) patient had worried about whether the cancer was treatable; every third (34%) had felt uncertainty about the future; and almost as many (29%) had been in shock. While 17% of the respondents had felt relief that the cause of the symptoms had been found, almost as many (16%) had been concerned about the future of their family, had felt unreal (15%), and had asked “Why me?” questions (15%) in their minds. Moreover, nearly every 10th had been afraid of death (9%) and disability (8%). According to a meta-analysis by Watts and colleagues (2014), the prevalence of pre-treatment depression and anxiety in prostate cancer patients is 17% and 27% respectively.

In another survey study (n = 104), sharing many of the questions of the patient survey, Lehto and colleagues (2017a) explored spouses’ experiences and psychological distress at the time of the diagnosis and during primary treatment. Three out of four spouses reported emotional changes after their partner’s prostate
cancer diagnosis. The most common findings were depressed mood (40%) and grief (34%), followed by wandering thoughts (21%), repetitive thoughts (17%), feelings of bitterness (14%), fluctuating mood (11%), and feelings of anger (7%). Sixty-one percent of spouses had felt uncertainty about the future, 57% had worried about whether the cancer was treatable, 44% had been in shock, and 27% had felt fear about the death of their spouse. While every fifth spouse had been relieved that the cause of the symptoms had been found, almost the same proportion (19%) had asked “Why us?” questions and felt unreal.

While the psychological reactions of patients and spouses to the diagnosis were similar, spouses reported more emotional changes (especially grief), uncertainty about the future, reactions of shock, and fear of death. This is in line with the existing literature, which suggests that spouses of prostate cancer patients are even more distressed than the patients themselves (Couper et al., 2006; Tanner, Galbraith & Hays, 2011; Sánchez et al., 2020), with fear of the unknown and what the future holds playing a significant role (Resendes & McCorkle, 2006; Roberts, Toohey & Paterson, 2022).

2.7.2 Treatment—a Physical Disruption

Prostatectomy and external radiotherapy are curative treatments for localized prostate cancer (Litwin & Tan, 2017). Surgery is often complemented by postoperative radiotherapy, and external beam radiotherapy by long-term androgen deprivation therapy or brachytherapy (Moris et al., 2020). Disseminated disease cannot be treated curatively, thus treatments aim to slow down the progression of the disease and improve the patient’s quality of life (Syöpäjärjestöt, 2022b). As an initial treatment for metastatic prostate cancer, chemotherapy prolongs survival compared to androgen deprivation therapy alone (Litwin & Tan, 2017). Combined cytotoxic and low-dose cortisone treatment can reduce pain and other symptoms when hormonal treatments have lost their effectiveness (Syöpäjärjestöt, 2022b).

Both local and systemic treatments have significant side effects, affecting patients’ quality of life (Moris, 2020). Prostatectomy causes erectile dysfunction and urinary incontinence (Neal, 2019; Moris et al., 2020; Hoffman, 2020; Wenneberg et al., 2021). The side effects of brachytherapy include urinary irritation, urinary leakage, and bowel dysfunction (Lehto et al., 2017b; Hoffman, 2020; Martell, 2021), and those of external radiotherapy also sexual dysfunction (Lehto et al., 2017b; Neal, 2019). Chemotherapy causes nausea, general fatigue, hair loss, and an increased risk of inflammation (Syöpäjärjestöt, 2022b).

Androgen deprivation therapy is associated with several physical and psychological side effects and an increased risk of osteoporosis, type II diabetes, and cardiovascular disease (Wibovo, 2019; Magee, 2020). Physical side effects include weight gain, fatigue, loss of muscle mass and body hair, genital shrinkage, changes in sexual function (e.g., reduced sexual desire and erectile dysfunction), and feminizing changes (e.g., hot flashes, gynecomastia, and pain in the breasts) (Downing et al., 2019; Wibovo, 2019; Magee 2020). Psychological side effects of hormone therapy include emotional changes, depression, and potential memory impairment (Wibowo, 2019; Yiannopoulou et al., 2020).
Three out of four men with prostate cancer experience fatigue during the course of their illness (Langston, Armes, & Ream, 2013). The combination of radiotherapy and androgen deprivation therapy has been found to significantly increase fatigue scores (Bandara et al., 2019) and lead to the highest prevalence of chronic fatigue (39%) in prostate cancer patients (Langston, Armes & Ream, 2013).

2.7.3 Effects on Body Image, Self-esteem, and Sense of Masculinity

In their thematic meta-synthesis of 68 qualitative studies related to body image, self-esteem, and sense of masculinity whilst living with prostate cancer, Bowie and colleagues (2022) identified the way these dimensions are interrelatedly—and often through shame—impacted by the diagnosis and treatment of prostate cancer, exerting a profound effect on quality of life. The body image of these men was affected both through changes in their bodily functions and through changes in how others treated their bodies. They felt that their bodies were less than whole after prostatectomy, no longer their own due to the side effects of hormonal therapy, and old because of premature aging caused by the treatments. Fatigue, urinary incontinence, and changes in appearance made these men perceive their bodies as deficient and a source of shame. They “could no longer trust their bodies” because of loss of function, physical discomfort, and pain (p. 104). Allowing others to touch and handle their bodies caused “a sense of loss of ownership over their bodies”, vulnerability, and shame (p. 104). In particular, rectal examinations, which some men considered to be related to homosexuality, were experienced as embarrassing. Men felt ashamed of their diagnosis and symptoms, especially erectile dysfunction, incontinence, and inability to perform sexually in the same way as before. They felt worthless because they could not work; they were unable to talk about their experiences with others; and some withdrew from all social life. They experienced a new kind of vulnerability due to physical changes, loss of social lives, and uncertainty about the future. Shame and lack of self-confidence, which were strongly associated with depression, affected their self-esteem. All this, but especially changes in sexual function and libido, and the feminizing changes resulting from androgen deprivation therapy, posed threats to their masculinity. These findings are in line with another recent study (Tsang et al., 2019), which found that prostate cancer patients experience loss of masculinity more for biological reasons (e.g., reduced erectile function, libido, and physical strength) than for social reasons. On the other hand, social support has recently been found to be a potential protective factor against the effects of body image distress on health (Scandurra et al., 2022).

Although most men experiencing prostate cancer are socially resilient, roughly every 10th reports significant social distress. This was found in a British national cross-sectional survey (n = 29351), according to which social stress was most strongly associated with unemployment, followed by the presence of three or more comorbid long-term diseases alongside cancer (Wright et al., 2019). In addition, the following were clearly associated with social anxiety in prostate cancer patients: androgen deprivation therapy, external beam radiotherapy
combined with some other treatment, young age (under 60 years), previous problems with mental health, and living in a socioeconomically deprived area.

2.7.4 **Long-term Effects of the Diagnosis and Treatments of Prostate Cancer**

Active treatment of prostate cancer has a number of persistent negative effects that predict patient satisfaction and psychological well-being in the long term (Watson et al., 2015; Lehto et al. 2017b). Prostatectomy causes permanent urinary incontinence and a decrease in sexual function (Hoffman et al., 2020). Although patients recover in six months to one year from the urinary irritation caused by brachytherapy and urinary incontinence caused by external beam radiotherapy and brachytherapy, both treatments impair patients’ sexual function, even more so if used in combination with hormone therapy (Hoffman et al., 2020). In the study by Lehto and colleagues (2017b), depending on the treatment type, 81–93% of the patients reported that the treatment had a negative impact on their sex life. Furthermore, 70–92% of patients suffered from sexual dysfunction, and 20–58% reported that their intimate life with their spouse had ended. Urinary symptoms were strongly associated with poorer psychological outcomes. The perception of the level of symptoms and discomfort affected patient satisfaction and well-being more than the symptoms themselves (Lehto et al. 2017b).

In a study among spouses of prostate cancer patients (Lehto et al., 2017a), the most commonly reported side effects of prostate cancer treatment were sexual problems (83%), urinary incontinence (75%), the patient feeling depressed or low (58%), and the patient’s fluctuating mood or difficulty concentrating (57%). The more side effects the patients experienced, the more their spouses felt that the illness and treatment had affected their intimate life, with 71% experiencing an impact on their sex life. This is in line with the results of another study, according to which more than three out of four spouses experienced a decline in the quality of their sex life after their partner’s treatment for prostate cancer (Movsas et al., 2016). Instead of urinary symptoms and erectile dysfunction, the spouses felt that this was mainly due to the patient’s pain and mood disturbances, such as mood fluctuations, feelings of depression or melancholy, irritability, hostility, and/or anger (Lehto et al., 2017a).

According to the meta-analysis by Watts and colleagues (2014), nearly every fifth prostate cancer patient suffers from clinical anxiety after treatment and as many experience clinical depression. Recent studies have reported increasing psychological morbidity in prostate cancer patients (Yiannopoulou et al., 2020). Fear of cancer recurrence and PSA (prostate-specific antigen, measured in diagnostcs and treatment monitoring) anxiety are prominent symptoms associated with mental health problems and poorer quality of life (James et al., 2022). Suicidal thoughts are not uncommon, and they are not always associated with other depressive symptoms (Fervaha, 2019).

The study by Lehto and colleagues (2017b) showed that stress reactions at the time of diagnosis were strongly associated with greater psychological symptoms five years later, with three out of four respondents reporting psychological
symptoms at a five-year follow-up. The most commonly reported symptoms were worry (57%), irritability (46%), nervousness (40%), and difficulty concentrating (39%). Five percent of respondents reported suicidal thoughts (Lehto et al., 2015). Regardless of treatment type, more than 40% of patients were dissatisfied with their sex life, and there was a strong correlation between intimate life satisfaction and well-being scores (Lehto & et al., 2015). Many respondents felt that their need for information and support were not met, and negative experiences, such as receiving the diagnosis in an impersonal way and dissatisfaction with the information and care received, predicted poorer well-being (Lehto & et al., 2015). The studies showed that unmet needs in cancer care had long-lasting impacts on the psychological well-being of patients.

According to the study by Lehto and colleagues (2017a) among spouses of prostate cancer patients, only one in three respondents were satisfied with the care the patient or the spouse had received. The level of the spouses’ psychological distress at the time of the survey (2–7 months after diagnosis) was high. All spouses experienced at least one psychological symptom, the most common being worry (93%), tension (77%), and despair about the future (72%). Younger spouses and those who still had children at home were more anxious. Shock and fear of death at the time of diagnosis and the perceived impact on intimate life correlated with higher anxiety.
3. Identified Gaps and Research Needs

Although psychosocial treatment has been shown to support positive reappraisal of the illness, reduce stress, and promote restoration of sexual intimacy, it is largely unavailable in conventional care for prostate cancer (Wittmann, 2015).

In a recent systematic review of 105 qualitative studies on the supportive care needs of men with prostate cancer, Prashar and colleagues (2022) identified 12 descriptive themes, which they classified into the “three lines of work” defined by Corbin and Strauss (1988) that are required when a person faces a chronic illness. Descriptive themes related to illness management work were information and decision support needs and experiences of healthcare professionals. Everyday life work, in turn, included partner and family support, exercise and diet, peer and group support, work and employment, and disclosure and stigma. Biographical work covered men’s experiences of accepting their diagnosis, developing coping skills, and framing the illness within the wider course of their lives. Descriptive themes related to biographical work were uncertainty, masculine identity, reframing and accepting bodily changes, aging and mortality, and the trade-off between survival and quality of life.

Furthermore, three overarching themes that cut across all descriptive themes were identified: “whole person-sensitive care,” “comprehensive psychosocial and psychosexual support,” and “managing the wider impact on lifestyle” (Prashar, Schartau, Murray, 2022, p. 4). In all the studies included, men felt that healthcare professionals did not take their needs as individuals into account. Almost all studies contained examples of significant psychological needs, many of which were not met. Psychosocial support was poorly implemented and fragmented, especially after primary cancer treatment. Men faced significant needs in their daily lives, with the greatest responsibility for providing support falling on their spouses, who themselves received little or no support. The treatment had challenging psychological and biographical effects, which profoundly impacted men’s relationships and family life.

Roberts and colleagues (2022) conducted a systematic review of the experiences and unmet supportive care needs of the partners of men diagnosed with prostate cancer. In this research, which included 21 qualitative studies, seven domains of unmet needs were identified: interpersonal/intimacy, healthcare service, physical/daily living, psychological/emotional, family-related, social, and spiritual needs. Some partners had narrowed their social networks to protect their husbands at the expense of their own well-being. An earlier study by
Bruun and colleagues (2011) highlighted the loneliness of spouses of men with prostate cancer. Couples chose not to talk because they did not want to burden each other, even though silence often turned out to be a burden itself, and talking would have helped them cope with the difficult situation (Bruun et al., 2011). Although spouses believe that sharing experiences is important for well-being, they often report that the opposite occurs—diagnosis and treatment can cut off contact and intimacy; spouses feel betrayed by the patient’s failure to share their experiences; and spouses avoid sharing for fear of increasing the patient’s suffering (Tanner, Galbraith & Hays, 2011).

Systematic reviews and meta-analyses of intervention studies aimed at improving psychological well-being and quality of life and/or reducing distress, anxiety, and depression in men with prostate cancer (Parahoo et al., 2015; Qiu & Linghui, 2017; Qan’ir & Song, 2019; Mundle, Afenya, & Agarwal, 2021; Nnate et al., 2021) show that the majority of existing interventions are cognitive-behavioral or disease/health/psychoeducational. Interventions do not address the meaning of the illness, its impact on identity, and the participants’ life story more broadly, or how to re-construct them. Furthermore, although increasingly recognized as necessary steps to a “new normal” after prostate cancer treatment, support for grief and mourning—typical reactions to loss—have not been integrated into psychosocial interventions (Wittmann, 2015).

Healthcare professionals also possess a poor understanding of grief and loss (Galbraith, Hays, & Tanner, 2011). When patients indicate a need for support for their entire life, their existential needs are interpreted as needs for (technical) information (Jakobsson & Holmberg, 2011). Moreover, hospital routines and atmosphere are not optimal for existential discussion, and even first-level requirements are not met (Jakobsson & Holmberg, 2011). However, cancer causes disruption to people’s lives both during and after the treatment (Cayless et al., 2009). The experience is complex and places corresponding demands on supportive care, which should aim to help patients and their families make sense of the illness in the context of their lives (Cayless et al., 2009).

Wootten and colleagues (2014) conducted a systematic review of psychosocial intervention studies aimed at supporting partners of prostate cancer patients. The studies focused mainly on two areas: sexual intimacy and emotional distress. They used a variety of theoretical frameworks: psychoeducational, cognitive behavioral, cognitive existential, problem-solving, counseling, symptom management, marital communication, psychosexual function, and supportive-expressive approach. The most promising results were obtained from interventions aimed at helping partners express and reduce their emotional distress, improve communication and sexual intimacy, learn new strategies, and make behavioral changes. The review highlighted the significant unmet psychosocial needs of the partners of prostate cancer survivors and called for the development and evaluation of appropriate and effective psychosocial support interventions for them.

In their study, Lehto and colleagues (2017a) found a strong association between social support received and given, suggesting that couples respond as an
emotional system. However, the support given and received was not evenly distributed. While almost all spouses reported providing emotional support to the patient—half of them reporting that they had given “much” support—only 30% reported receiving much support from the patient, while 14% claimed to have received no support at all. At the time of diagnosis, the spouses’ main source of support was the people close to them, but only 54% had received support from the patient, and 12% had received no support whatsoever from any source. In turn, 11% of spouses had received support from a physician, which predicted less anxiety and more support for the patient. Less support for the patient was associated with the spouse’s own experience of depression, the patient’s irritability, and the perception that the illness or treatment had no impact on the relationship.

Based on their findings, Lehto and colleagues (2017b) call for caring for the psychological well-being of spouses of prostate cancer patients and involving them in the treatment process and care. Gibbons and colleagues (2019) highlight the cancer experience as “a unique opportunity” to build on the relationship’s positive tendencies through developing mutuality in the midst of uncertainty (p. 7). They call for appropriate ways to support couples to work more effectively together to manage shared stress and traumatic experiences. In turn, Kayser and Acquati (2019) recommend support for partners’ relational skills, particularly their capacity for mutuality during cancer-related stress. They suggest that promoting mutuality in the relationship should be central to couple-based interventions for couples coping with cancer-related stress. Badr and Acitelli (2017) emphasize that psychosocial interventions should be offered to couples living with a chronic illness soon after diagnosis or early in the treatment process to maximize their impact.

Nelson and colleagues (2015) call for interventions based on innovative theoretical approaches to support the relational and sexual intimacy of couples living with prostate cancer. Galbraith and colleagues (2011) and Wittman (2015) highlight the need for interventions addressing grief and mourning as a way towards a “new normal” after prostate cancer treatment. Healing the whole person should be the goal of the care (Carlick & Biley, 2004; Galbraith et al., 2011; Tanner et al., 2011; Evans et al. 2012), and clinical interventions should move towards a more integrated approach (Galbraith et al., 2011).
The research task was to create a psychosocial support intervention for prostate cancer patients and their spouses to support the implementation of patient-centered holistic cancer care. Narrative identity as a social construction (Sparkes & Smith, 2008; McAdams, 2013; McAdams & McLean, 2013), a serious illness experience as a potential rupture to it (Bury, 1982; Ricoeur, 1991; Holma, 1999), and the potential of a qualitative research process—in this case, a series of narrative interviews (Murray et al., 2009; Adler et al., 2017)—as an intervention (Gale, 1993) were the starting points of the study.
5. Method

5.1 Participants

Ten newly diagnosed prostate cancer patients were recruited to participate in the study, five of them individually, and five of them with their spouses. The ages of the patients ranged from 48 to 74 years (mean 61.9) and the ages of the spouses from 48 to 70 years (mean 61.4). The duration of the marriages of the couples involved ranged from 2 to 50 years. One of the patients was divorced, and two patients went through the divorce process during the period of data collection. Both patients and spouses had different professional backgrounds, with a minority possessing an academic degree. Four patients and two spouses were retired.

All patients were treated with external radiotherapy, two of them also twice with internal high dose rate (HDR) brachytherapy. The external radiotherapy lasted for eight weeks with treatment being given every weekday; during brachytherapy, external radiation was suspended. One patient was treated with docetaxel chemotherapy before external radiotherapy. All patients except one were also treated with hormonal therapy. The time from the diagnosis to the start of participation in the interview intervention ranged from 1 week to 2 months.

5.2 Data Collection

The interviews were designed and conducted by the author (Riikka Talsi) with the design being confirmed by Aarno Laitila.

Each patient/couple participated in five narrative in-depth interviews during the cancer treatment period and a follow-up interview a year after the first interview. The five narrative in-depth interviews were scheduled either in quicker succession over two months’ radiotherapy or less frequently during a half-year period (for one participant, four months) including both radiotherapy and partly hormone therapy (for one participant, also chemotherapy). These two main options enabled assessment of whether frequent interviews or a schedule allowing more time for reflection between the meetings served the participants better. The shorter interview schedule during radiotherapy minimized the need to travel for participants living further away; however, some of them still opted for a longer interview period. In all, the interview periods were divided evenly
between the two alternatives. Interview intervals within an agreed interview period were suited to the participants’ needs. The interviews were conducted in Finnish.

5.2.1 Life Story Interviews and Thematic Interviews

In the interviews, I asked the participants to reflect freely on their lives, the cancer experience, its effects, and the needs arising from it according to and emphasizing what they felt to be of significance. The interview could start with a simple life story prompt (used once with all the participants): “Could you tell me your life story?” or be initiated using the following main themes: cancer treatment; physical, mental, and social well-being; patient and spouse, family; work and leisure; the future; and the cancer experience and life story from different viewpoints. I raised the themes according to the participants’ present concerns at the time of each interview while nonetheless ensuring that all the main themes were addressed during the interview period. When necessary, I continued by asking clarifying questions or presented subthemes as narrative topics (see Appendix 1).

Unconditional respect for the participants, their lives, experiences, and what they brought out, as well as careful, responsive listening were important principles for me throughout the interviews. I listened, personally transcribed, and summarized each interview before the next one took place so that I could recall important excerpts and thoughts from the previous interview and thus support the participant(s) in building a broader picture. I conducted the interviews in a reflective mode and, when possible, summarized the content of the ongoing interview to the participant(s). I allowed the participants as much time as they felt they needed, the duration of the interviews ranging from 42 to 160 minutes (mean 95 min). I wrote research journal entries immediately after each interview, which provided me with important moments to pause, reflect, and process how I had felt during the interviews and what kinds of thoughts and emotions had arisen in me.

All the way from the pilot interview phase, the interview methodologies began to develop in interaction with the participants. Eventually, they included several context-situated ideas not reported in earlier studies.

5.2.2 Momentary Key Metaphors

Metaphors became part of the interview process based on an observation that I made in the first pilot interview. When I asked the spouse by which metaphor she would describe the cancer experience at that moment within the whole of her life, the metaphor she gave, and the following dialogue, was so inspiring to both of us that I decided to include a section on “Momentary Key Metaphors” in all the interviews.

Towards the end of the first five interviews of the interview series, I asked the participants to describe the cancer experience at that moment in their lives through a metaphor by continuing the following sentence: “Being ill with cancer in my life is like . . .” (patient) / “My spouse being ill with cancer, in my life, is
like . . .” (spouse). When the sharing of a metaphor opened up a dialogue, I allowed the conversation to continue under its own momentum. However, sometimes asking the participant to reflect on the metaphor’s personal meaning helped to open it further.

Momentary Key Metaphors also gave rise to a series of further innovations.

5.2.3 Dual Lighting

It soon turned out that many of the metaphors presented two different, even contrasting angles, to what was being described, for example, “A challenge, an opportunity,” or could be understood as such, for example, “Trying to wake up from a bad dream” (being in the midst of a nightmare vs. being awake). The metaphors seemed to contain the current and the desired. This perception led me to develop “Dual Lighting,” a variation of theme-based narrative interviewing.

In this method, I asked the participants to explore the cancer experience and their lives by presenting the above interview themes through the contrasting perspectives that had emerged in their previously formulated metaphor(s). I could, for example, ask, “in which areas of life and this experience, do you still feel like facing challenges, and in which have they possibly already turned out to be opportunities?” and then we would go through the interview themes. Dual Lighting was used as an invitation to help the participants talk about the cancer experience and life using their own words, aiming to support them in seeing their progress in the process.

5.2.4 The Clip Approach

When preparing for the first time for the fifth interview (which concluded the actual interview period), I went through all the preceding interview transcriptions of that specific couple, immersing myself in the data in the same empathizing way I had listened to them in the interviews. All the phases, events, and occurrences in their lives, and their way of telling them in their own personal voices. The challenge was how to reflect it all back, how to help and support them in taking these fundamental building blocks and re-constructing their own story.

Then I developed the next idea. Just as I had orally recalled important excerpts and thoughts from the previous interviews and brought them to the next interview, I would select salient words, metaphors, and sentences from all their previous interviews and write them down on slips of paper. I would set the “Clips” on the table in a random order and ask them to build their life story including the cancer experience, as they perceived it at that specific moment, using the excerpts they felt meaningful for the story, leaving others unused. I would also make a pile of empty slips so that they could add new words and sentences to their story, telling them that the form of the story was completely free and that they could construct a common story or two individual ones, just as they wished.

Selecting the Clips took me to the responsive listening mode on a higher level. At that point, I had already met the participants four times, become acquainted with them as people, and familiarized myself with their individual ways of being,
behaving, speaking, and responding. Their life stories and the cancer experience had emerged and been discussed in a variety of ways. In preparing the Clips, I went through the interview transcriptions—keeping the broader context in mind, based on hermeneutics—and underlined potential Clip candidates: participants’ personal ways of expressing life and its events; self and others; the past and the future; feelings and thoughts; options and choices; evaluations and perceptions; questions and answers; values, goals, and wishes; meanings and metaphors.

The first round resulted in more pieces of text than I thought would be a manageable number of Clips. Therefore, I went through the underlined texts iteratively several times, removing any that overlapped, as well as less central texts, with the objective of identifying the most salient quotations presenting the accounts as the result. I had to make choices, but I made them with my best understanding with the aim of doing justice to who the participants were as people, what they had experienced, and how they had told what they had told. The Clips were my choices, which I brought for the participants’ evaluation, whether sufficient and striking the right chord, remained to be assessed by the participants themselves.

I was encouraged by the simple, impressive stories that the previously mentioned couple created using the Clips. The man quickly produced his story, which to my surprise followed the structure of a story defined by Labov (2006), although he was probably unaware of this. His spouse took a little longer to get started, but she, too, was able to create an impressive personal narrative. When both were ready, I asked them to tell their stories using the Clips they had chosen and then to share what they had added or omitted and why. The unique stories expressed causal connections, re-used personal narratives to recognize and strengthen the participants’ agency, evaluated experience, and interpreted meaning. Heartened by the way both could re-utilize their rich telling beyond the pieces of narratives as independent parts, I decided to use the method with all the participants.

5.2.5 Retrospective Metaphorical View

At the time of the fifth interview, when the main cancer treatment had finished and the participants came to the meeting excited about the reassuring news on the effectiveness of the treatment, I intuitively felt that I should add a retrospective view on the experience as a whole to the elaboration with metaphors. Before asking the participant(s) for a metaphor to describe the cancer experience at that moment in their lives, as in the preceding interviews, I asked them to describe the experience as a whole from a retrospective view: “Being ill with cancer in my life was like . . .” (patient) / “My spouse being ill with cancer, in my life, was like . . .” (spouse).

5.2.6 Follow-up Interviews

When designing the content of the follow-up interviews, it was obvious that I would return the personal Momentary Key Metaphors to the participants as an additional tool for reflection that they themselves had produced along their way.
As obvious was, on the same grounds, that I would return the story they had constructed in the fifth interview, and ask them to review the story, change it if necessary, and continue it if they wished.

First, we discussed the progress of the participants’ well-being and quality of life during the follow-up period. Then I asked the participant(s) for a Momentary Key Metaphor from a retrospective view as in the fifth interview. After that, I handed the participant(s) a sheet of paper with their personal Momentary Key Metaphors in chronological order and asked them to reflect on the metaphors and ponder whether they created a storyline.

Thereafter, we returned to the story constructed with the Clips in the fifth interview (hereafter, “the Storyboard”), that I had rebuilt on the table according to a photograph taken at the time, and I asked the participant(s) to review the story, change it if necessary, and potentially continue it. We then discussed the meaning of the interviews in processing the cancer experience and life and the potential posttraumatic growth created by the cancer experience.

Finally, I checked whether there was something the participant(s) would still like to add.

The interview process is summarized in Appendix 2.
6. Summary of the Original Publications

6.1 Prostate Cancer Metaphors: A Longitudinal Study of the Lived Experience

The first sub-study introduces the Momentary Key Metaphor methodology and presents the results of the analysis of the patients’ metaphors. This research is the first study in which cancer metaphors have been collected in a longitudinal setting in a homogenous way. Thus, it provides new information about changes in patients’ metaphors over time.

Metaphors were categorized based on a classification presented in the recent cancer metaphor literature (Semino et al., 2018), and the framing they created was analyzed. Agency and empowerment, as defined and explored by Semino and colleagues (2018, pp. 6–7, 281), increased over time. In line with the existing literature, Journey metaphors formed a prevalent domain in the data, while Violence or War metaphors did not, in contrast to previous findings (see, for example, Semino et al., 2018; Gustafsson, Hommerberg, & Sandgren, 2020; Hommerberg, Gustafsson, & Sandgren, 2020). Two new domains were defined: Natural Phenomenon and Creating Something New. These domains were the next largest domains after the Journey domain in the study data.

Participants created Natural Phenomenon metaphors in the first interview (after the diagnosis) and in the last two interviews, especially when describing the cancer experience as a whole in the follow-up interview. In contrast to the Natural Disaster metaphors highlighted by Harrington (2012), most of the Natural Phenomenon metaphors were polyphonic. In these metaphors, the narrators either juxtaposed two opposing natural phenomena or illustrated the negative and positive aspects of one phenomenon.

The metaphors were polyphonic in nature in several other domains as well. Some participants created polyphonic metaphors from the very beginning, while some others began to develop them later in the interview series. It is noteworthy that all polyphonic metaphors were empowering—even those in the domains that can be interpreted as negative, such as Violence and Restraint, while other metaphors in these domains were disempowering.

Creating Something New metaphors appeared in the data from the third interviews onwards, in all phases of the interview series. It is possible that reflecting on the experience and the self over a longer period of time in an iterative way enabled the participants to perceive the cancer experience in this new way.
Journey, as the most common domain, can be seen as a meta metaphor for the data. With Journey metaphors, participants described their journey to the external and to the internal—the physical world around and their inner world—recognizing existing and new aspects of the self (Laranjeira, 2013) in their journeys of self-discovery (Coreil, Wilke, & Pintado, 2004). Three of the domains proposed by Semino and colleagues (2018) did not appear in the data. Potential reasons for their absence are discussed in the sub-study.

The formulation of Momentary Key Metaphors helped the participants create a reflective stance on the illness. It facilitated the organization of the experience, provided a deeper understanding of it, and opened up new perspectives on the participant’s reality (Lakoff & Johnson, 1980; Levitt, Korman, & Angus, 2000; Gibbs & Franks, 2002). The metaphors provided the participants with a tool to deal with fears, anxiety, uncertainty (Gibbs & Franks, 2002; Appleton & Flynn, 2014), and a lack of future prospects, and supported them in processing and accepting different aspects of experience, moment by moment. With the metaphors—particularly the polyphonic ones—the participants could examine and make sense of various, even contradictory, aspects of their experience, verbalize disorder and order (Teucher, 2003), and transform the illness experience into a more meaningful one (Gibbs & Franks, 2002; Hommerberg, Gustafsson, & Sandgren, 2020). Exploring the dissonances increased self-knowledge and enabled evaluation and change (Aita et al., 2003).

The study highlighted the diversity of domains and metaphors used by prostate cancer patients when describing their experience and showed that they deal with the illness experience with richer imagery than has previously been reported in the literature. The study demonstrates the need for sensitivity in communication concerning cancer and encourages placing everyday interaction at the heart of treatment interventions. Metaphors can enrich and deepen therapeutic relationships (Harrington, 2012). The Momentary Key Metaphor methodology allows access to patients’ illness imagery, laying the foundation for a shared language to support patient-centered care (Penson, 2004; Harrington, 2012). While bringing patients’ subjective views to the forefront of the discussions, they give meaning to the illness experience and may assist in strengthening the therapeutic alliance around a shared vision (Penson, 2004).

6.2 The Dialogue of Metaphors: Couples Building Meaning for a Prostate Cancer Experience

The second sub-study examines the Momentary Key Metaphor methodology in the context of couples and deepens the illustration of the dialogical nature (Bakhtin, 1981, 1984, 1986) of the methodologies developed in this dissertation. The analysis proceeded from a model-based (Semino et al., 2018), higher-level investigation of all the metaphors (similar to that of the first sub-study) to a hermeneutic, data-driven, in-depth examination of one couple’s metaphors in the dialogical context in which they were born, as a single-case study (Yin, 2018).
*Journey* was the most common domain in both patients’ and spouses’ metaphors, followed by *Restraint* in patients’ metaphors, and *Sports and Games* in spouses’ metaphors. The new domains defined in the first sub-study, *Natural Phenomenon* and *Creating Something New*, were also found in the spouses’ data, which revealed a third new domain: *Support*. There were three *Violence* metaphors in the patients’ data and only one in the spouses’ data.

The model-based analysis highlighted a reciprocal relationship between patients’ and spouses’ metaphors in terms of the agency (Semino et al., 2018, p. 7) and empowerment (Semino et al., 2018, pp. 6–7, 281) they express. At the beginning of the interview series, the agency and empowerment expressed by the spouses’ metaphors were higher than those expressed by the patients’ metaphors. However, the situation was reversed in the middle of the interview series, and in both cases the agency and empowerment expressed by the metaphors was at its highest when the participants described the cancer experience in the fifth interview.

The analysis of the case shows that a prostate cancer diagnosis, even with a good prognosis, is a crisis for both partners and their relationship. The interview context created a space for discussing the cancer experience, and the metaphors a new way to build meaning for it (Semino, Demjén, & Demmen, 2018). At the beginning of the interview series, the patient was more restrained. The spouse spoke more, showed empathy, and maintained hope. Through the spouses’ mutual interaction, their metaphors began to develop, their dialogue deepened, and they succeeded in sharing each other’s personal experiences of the illness. Their initial roles changed, their tolerance of uncertainty increased, and different shades of need became permissible for both.

While the metaphors were answers to the interviewer’s question, they were also speech directed to the speaker themself and to their spouse. Through the construction of Momentary Key Metaphors, each spouse was able to build an image of their current experience for themself and the listeners, allowing them to share their experience and feelings related to it, and enabling the listeners to respond. This enhanced relationship awareness and authenticity and paved the way for mutuality (Miller & Stiver, 1998; Kayser, Watson, & Andrade, 2007; Kayser & Revenson, 2016).

The interviewer played an important role in nurturing a dialogical space through unconditional, respectful, and responsive listening, and through questions that helped the interviewees “thicken” (Geertz, 1978) their descriptions. The content of the dialogues ranged from showing acceptance, appreciation, and mutual empathy (Miller, 1986)—leading to different dimensions of mutual empowerment (Miller & Stiver, 1998)—to further exploration and construction of the metaphor—possibly as a co-creation of the couple—and even to a whole new conversation initiated by a lost meaning recalled by a metaphor (Bakhtin, 1986).

The spoken dialogue was only one of the dialogues that occurred in each moment. In fact, each moment contained four dialogues, the one that could be heard, and three internal ones. Each interlocutor responded “to a multiplicity of voices, internally and in relation to others” (Seikkula & Trimble, 2005, p. 465).
Everything said was a response to what had been said before (Bakhtin, 1981), and each utterance included an anticipation of a response (Bakhtin, 1986). This is true for the metaphors as well. They came to life by coming into contact with each other, creating together an infinite, endless dialogue in which there was neither a first nor last word (Bakhtin, 1986).

The longitudinal setting allowed the couple to take advantage of the infinite dialogical context (Bakhtin, 1986). Each spouse’s metaphors evolved over time, intertwining in a dialogue to form an enriching, deepening story that enhanced the couple’s mutual understanding not only of the illness experience but also of the wider story of life. During the process, the metaphors converged, indicating an increasing mutual understanding.

The specific features of the method (the couple created personal metaphors in a longitudinal setting and shared them in dialogue) highlighted and supported the reciprocal nature of the couple’s dyadic coping process (Kayser & Acquati, 2019). In the early phases of the interview series, when uncertainty was high and patients’ agency was low, spouses used their metaphors to create hope. Later, when patients’ agency became stronger, spouses could express their own burdens and vulnerability. There was a reciprocal relationship between psychological work and cancer treatment as well. The reflection work supported both spouses’ commitment to the treatment, and the success of the treatment dispelled uncertainty, giving them strength to continue the challenging reflection work further.

6.3 The Clip Approach: A Visual Methodology to Support the (Re)Construction of Life Narratives

The third sub-study introduces the Clip Approach methodology. The results section focuses on how the participants used the Clips, and how the Clips helped them re-enter and re-evaluate their experience and re-construct their life story.

The number of Clips ranged from 60 to 102 per patient or couple. On average, more than 4/5 (607/803~83.4%) of the Clips were used, with six participants (two couples) using all their Clips. Two participants added new Clips to their stories, and two participants inserted new text onto the original Clips. Five Clips fitting two places in the story of one participant were duplicated. One couple removed two words from one of their Clips.

The participants organized the Clips on the provided surface in several ways, leading to stories in a variety of visual forms: in columns, in rows, in a pillar, in clusters, in an unclassified form, and even in a pile. There could be parallel Clips inside the columns or a pillar and above or under the rows—even perpendicular to other Clips. There could also be open space and vertical paralleling inside a story. The free visual format of the stories allowed room for creativity. The shape of the story seemed to reflect the personal style of the narrator, the content of the story, and perhaps even the relationship between the spouses.

All stories were continued in the follow-up interview, five of them vocally with no changes to the Storyboard. One story was continued by adding a new Clip in the middle of the story and three others by adding new Clips at the end of it.
Other stories were continued using Clips from the original story, all in different ways: by organizing several existing Clips with no textual changes in a new order at the end of the story, by removing text from and adding new text to one Clip and moving it to the end of the story, and by composing a continuation from several new and original Clips with complementary text added to them.

The participants were amazed when they encountered the Clips for the first time in the fifth interview. They recognized the Clips at once as their own and remembered the stories behind them, finding the Clips meaningful and authentic reflections of their own thinking. The Clips transformed the oral accounts into a visually approachable and movable form, inviting fresh reflection and dialogue, and providing the participants with a “feedforward,” helping them make sense of their experience (Ewenstein & Whyte, 2007). Picking out a Clip and beginning to ponder its significance and position with respect to other Clips strengthened the interviewees’ agency (Reavey & Johnson, 2011). The participants recognized that the physical organization and placement of the Clips was intertwined with the mental work through which their narrative and life itself could be organized in new ways. While creating a beneficial observer perspective (Tomm, 1987b), the Clips enabled the participants to re-enter their feelings, bringing forth affection for and appreciation of their journey. Seeing their speech as a text even made some participants think that they should write a book, the story as depicted by the Clips being a good start for it.

The Clip Approach enabled the participants to construe their life history and the formation of a wider frame for their present life. Most Storyboards included autobiographical reasoning on the participants’ life history and also current issues outside of cancer. Besides cancer, the participants could be struggling with other life challenges shaking their identity and calling for scrutiny of fundamental life themes like targets, way of life, inter-dependency, and the self. The Clips supported exploration and consideration of life, relationships, and self, and the formation and expression of conclusions (McLean & Fournier, 2008; Habermas & Köber, 2015).

A recurring phenomenon in the stories was the handling of the disruption caused by the illness to the participants’ life story (Bury, 1982; Holma, 1999; Hänninen, 2004). The Clips allowed the participants to explore and re-evaluate the illness and come to new interpretations of it (Singer & Bluck, 2001). The cancer experience was recurrently given a meaning related to something new—“Searching for something new,” finding or building the new, understanding in a new way, even “Being born again”—and the Clips offered a chance to connect the experience to this new perspective.

The ability of the participants to bridge the past and the future became manifest in the stories in several ways, through including the future in their Storyboard, through looking back at the illness experience and then forward to considerations of the future, and through continuing the story with Clip(s) picked out from the original story indicating the evolution of meaning over time. The Clip Approach enabled the participants to embed the illness experience into their life story in a variety of ways: by sprinkling it on the chronological continuum as a narrative intertwined with the whole life story, by embedding it into
the life story through thematical parsing or as an entity in the chronological continuum, or by using a combination of these.

The created narratives differ from any other narrative data in the literature—both in how they were constructed and in their final form. Hermeneutic philosophy is interwoven in two ways in these “dense narratives,” in which each Clip, as a detail of the narrative, stands for a larger whole known to the teller and the listener(s) and forms a new whole together with the other details of the story.

The Clips transformed the oral accounts into a visual form, allowing the illness experience and life to be perceived in a new way. They enabled and enhanced the process of accessing meaning and generating new meaning (Reavey & Johnson, 2011). The Clips enabled the participants to give shape and structure to their experience, and thus reach it from the non-discursive side of self-production, strengthening their agency (Reavey & Johnson, 2011) and potentially arousing feelings of artistry, creativity, and productivity (Predeger, 1996). The Clip Approach generated new perspectives and options (Tomm, 1988) and facilitated the formation of connections between distant parts of life and self (McLean & Fournier, 2008), supporting continuity (Habermas & Köber, 2015) and promoting self-development (Habermas, 2011; McAdams, 2013) and personal growth (McLean & Fournier, 2008). Building a story together as a couple enabled the participants to engage in sensemaking as a common activity creating shared understanding, appreciation, and empowerment—the Clips working as tools for interaction and development of knowledge (Ewenstein & Whyte, 2007).
7. Methodological Results

The empirical part of the study began with the creation of a simple narrative space with only themes, free narration, respect, and a leisurely atmosphere as its original structures. In this dialogical space, participants brought their voice, which was carefully and responsively listened to. Through participant-centered interaction, both the participants’ narratives and the interview methodologies began to develop.

The first methodological result was the Momentary Key Metaphors. In most previous cancer-metaphor studies, participants were unaware that the researcher was interested in their metaphors. To reveal this interest at the data collection stage had even been considered a potential problem as it could have led to “a self-conscious way of speaking” (Gibbs & Franks, 2002, p. 146). In this dissertation, the metaphor was offered to the participants as a conscious means of exploring, summarizing, and reflecting on a complex, often contradictory experience at different stages of its development and ultimately on the whole in retrospect. The creation of Momentary Key Metaphors offered the participants one way of constructing reality by (re)interpreting their experience moment by moment and giving it meaning in a social context.

Many of the metaphors turned out to be multi-voiced. While describing the present experience, they seemed to contain what was desired “behind,” “around,” or “beside” it. Potentially, the wording of the metaphor prompt, in which the narrator was asked to describe the illness experience in their life (“Being ill with cancer in my life is like . . .” / “My spouse being ill with cancer, in my life, is like . . .”) also evoked voices from around and beside the cancer experience (cf. an alternative metaphor prompt: “Being ill with cancer is like . . .” or “Cancer is like . . .”). In some metaphors, the different voices were clearly expressed, in some others, the other voice(s) was/were emerging or incipient, or not-yet-spoken about but referred to. The “polyphonic” (Bakhtin, 1984) nature of the metaphors helped the participants maintain hope and remind themselves that there was more to life than cancer, enabling them to test what of this “more” could be helpful in handling the cancer experience, too.

The above observation led to the next methodological result of developing Dual Lighting, in which the different voices of the metaphors were returned to the narrators to support them in recognizing their progress from the cancer experience to the “more” that was “behind,” “around,” or “beside” it in their lives during the process. Dual Lighting expanded the narrative interview approaches.
from life story interviews and thematic interviews to interviews that directly utilized the participants’ own words.

The couple context highlighted the dialogical potential of the participant-dyad setting. One manifestation of this potential was the dialogue that emerged between the Momentary Key Metaphors of the patient and his spouse in sub-study 2. The example shows how the dialogic dimension of the Momentary Key Metaphors expanded from an inner dialogue to an outer dialogue, from one person’s account of internal experience to the interactive account of the participant dyad. As multiple voices joined in to share the experience, new possibilities arose (Seikkula & Trimble, 2005). The more voices were included in the “polyphonic” (Bakhtin, 1984) dialogue, the deeper the potential for emergent understanding became (Seikkula & Trimble, 2005).

The next methodological result was born when considering how to reflect central parts of the participants’ narration in their own voice back to them. The oral accounts were transformed into a tangible, visually approachable, and movable form, the Clips. With these fragments of thoughts that they could turn over in their hands, wonder at, and arrange, the participants were able to build connections and construct new images in their own words. Through the narration, fragmented experiences were assigned a plot that enhanced the integrity of the participant’s reality (Ricoeur, 1991; Cronon, 1992). Without the need to be exhaustive or objective explanations of the participants’ lives, the narratives formed descriptions that gave them new perspectives and helped them understand their experience and lives in greater depth (McLeod & Lynch, 2000). In the follow-up interview, these narratives, and the metaphors, were reflected back to the participants for re-evaluation, validation, and re-construction.

In sum, the interview process included two distinctive methodologies, one related to the Momentary Key Metaphors (presented in Figure 1), and another related to the Clips (presented in Figure 2).

![Figure 1. The Momentary Key Metaphor methodology](image)
In the Momentary Key Metaphor methodology, the emphasis is on the processing of the autobiographical rupture experience, while in the Clip Approach methodology, the focus is on the (re)construction of the participants’ life narratives, allowing space for both continuity and rupture. In both methodologies, the narrative interview approach and interview dialogue support the reaching of participants’ voices to create an understanding of the autobiographical rupture experience and the participant’s life as a whole. The methodologies can be used independently or in parallel.

Figure 2. The Clip Approach methodology

7.1 Participant Feedback

The participants found the interviews of this study relieving, constructive, and therapeutic. During the cancer treatment appointments, they gave spontaneous feedback on how meaningful, supportive, and important the interviews were to them, subjectively even as important as the cancer treatment itself. The interviews had “helped,” “supported,” “comforted,” and “strengthened faith”:

Thank God, that I participated in this interview study, this has been extremely important; this has made it a lot easier for me. (patient)

They [the interviews] helped to turn my mind in the direction that life will continue. (patient)

I have been kept together. These [the interviews] have been extremely important to me. (spouse)
The participants felt the interviews were “clarifying,” “liberating,” and “soothing,” giving “inner peace,” “peace of mind,” and “balance”:

I have always left with a lightened mind, even though there has been talk of bad things, difficult things. (patient)

In the interviews, the participants were able to “vent” and “deal with emotions,” “talk out,” “burst out,” and “put thoughts into words” so that issues that would have troubled their minds were “processed immediately,” “not isolated”:

I have been able to ventilate my head . . . to think about why it feels like this. (patient)

To understand this whole cancer and how I have reacted to it . . . that one can talk about it . . . it will be processed . . . I have been able to go through those different feelings. . . . I have been allowed to talk. (patient)

[Things] haven’t turned around in my thoughts; I’ve told [them], and that’s it. (patient)

The interviews motivated the participants to “dig and reminisce,” “delve,” and “strongly analyze and process” their lives. They “activated thinking,” and made the participants “put themselves fully into the game” and “think about the consequences, the meanings of life”:

I have been unravelling things that I would otherwise not go through at all. (patient)

I have not been able to analyze it anywhere that way . . . to analyze those feelings this way; I probably never would have analyzed them in this way. (patient)

The participants described the interviews as “constructive” and “empowering”:

These have been very constructive, these meetings of ours, so I think these kinds of meetings should be accessible to everyone (emphasizing) who dares to come and disclose their own life events and how illness or something else changes their life; I think this is really (emphasizing) good. (patient)

. . . going through my history. It has given, at least to me, an awful lot of kind of extra power. (patient)

Here, the whole of life intertwines with the stories now on these clips, so this in a way sheds light on how you have lived and where you are now, and how to get forward . . . I am now much more mature and able to face the life ahead again; I won’t worry about this cancer anymore. (patient)
The couples felt that the interviews brought them closer to each other, offered new perspectives to their conversation, and were a window into each other’s thoughts, revealing new things even after decades of shared life:

*We have approached [each other] mentally, once and for all, and begun to understand [each other] mutually.* (patient)

*This has been very good. Of course, we wouldn’t have discussed these things in such depth, the two of us . . . so yes, this has been, this has been a kind of luxury, that we’ve been allowed to attend this kind of therapy, in a way.* (spouse)

*I get to listen to what you [the husband] have been thinking.* (spouse)

*It is extremely interesting to see what you truly think yourself and bring out of yourself in this kind of situation and what [the name of the husband] brings out; it is extremely interesting and, I think, extremely instructive.* (spouse)

The participants found the interviews and the working methods “positive” and could be surprised by their own positive thoughts that emerged through them:

*Here, I have been able to bring up things . . . and not just problems, but things that came to my mind, also positive ones . . . solving the problems is so much easier when sometimes there is talk of something positive as well and the good sides.* (patient)

*Already structuring of this kind [creating one’s life story with the Clips] was a really positive thing, and you can see, when you read these clips . . . many of these points are quite life-affirming, kind of positive (enthusiastically) forward-looking stuff, and strengths, and all sorts of that kind of good stuff . . . it is very useful, this kind of a processing.* (patient)

*To me in a way (gives a laugh) it came as a surprise that in my own thinking, there is always faith and hope . . . they truly are there, yes, yeah (laughs), yes, they truly are there, and I want that they are there.* (patient)

Several participants used the word “therapeutic” to describe the interviews. They felt that they were “psychotherapy,” “therapy,” or “mind care” for them:

*What does a psychotherapist after all do more? This has functioned very well, and if I think, it is not easy sometimes, in fact, after an interview, I’ve felt, I’ve realized that one needs to use one’s brain a lot; one feels even a bit tired physically, but absolutely the fact that you have, you have put effort in doing these excerpts, it is, especially now, during the 6th time, I realize it even more clearly, that when we go through these, what I have said, and what I see . . . then all of a sudden it starts to build up. I see a bit what I think or how I change during this process . . . when one sees that there has been a variety of mental development, and physical and mental hardship, and construction on different levels, and also development as a human, it brings forth stories like this.* (patient)
In this dissertation, a psychosocial support intervention to work through an autobiographical rupture experience and to support the (re)construction of life narratives was developed. Contracting a serious illness, prostate cancer, and the illness experience during the treatments, from the perspective of the patient and the spouse, formed the frameworks of this study. Narrative identity as a social construction (Sparkes & Smith, 2008; McAdams, 2013; McAdams & McLean, 2013), a serious illness experience as a potential rupture to it (Bury, 1982; Ricoeur, 1991; Holma, 1999), and the potential of a qualitative research process, in this case a series of narrative interviews (Murray et al., 2009; Adler et al., 2017), as an intervention (Gale, 1993) were the starting points of this study.

The methods of analysis began to evolve as part of the interviews. While the interviews were oriented by a narrative approach and designed to be open, they were enriched by practical experiments that turned out to be even more important than the researcher could have foreseen at the time of their creation, also for the participants, who were amazed: “We have truly been listened to,” “I have said something so meaningful,” “the right words have been chosen, and they set into motion meaningful chains of thoughts that encompass even more than the words on the paper.” Being part of the outer dialogue of the interview interaction, the enrichment of which became clear, these comments suggest an enrichment of the participants’ inner dialogue (Seikkula, 2008; Lidbom et al., 2015; Blomdahl et al., 2018; Viou & Georgaca, 2021) as well.

The interview process provided the participants with a variety of ways to talk about their experiences and lives, to re-enter and re-consider what they had previously said, and to re-construct their narratives about the cancer experience and their lives. Their narration was reflected back to them in several ways. For the participants, this was a validation of their experience, a confirmation of being heard (Martin, 1998), and an opportunity to build something new (Seikkula, 2008). It enabled an exploration of the whole through the details and the details through the whole, reaching meanings and creating new ones—taking the participants a step beyond being confirmed as having been heard, therein allowing them to create and recreate themselves through narrative choices (Martin, 1998; Ricoeur, 1991, p. 27).
Hermeneutic elaboration—reflection and iteration—took place throughout the use of the new methodologies, helping the participants work through the cancer experience and setting it in the context of their unfolding story of life. Both methodologies created a reflective position in relation to the autobiographical rupture experience and life itself, and invited in iterative elaboration, producing dense narratives in the participant’s own voice as a result. Hermeneutic philosophy was interwoven in two ways in the resulting narratives. In the Storyboards, each Clip, as a detail of the narrative, stood for a larger whole known by the narrator and the listener(s), and, together with the other details of the story, it formed a new whole. The Clips were like hypertext links, which together, in the Storyboard, parsed earlier meanings and created new ones. Each metaphor, in turn, could be seen as a concluding or balancing part of the corresponding narrative interview (Flick, 2002). The metaphor could summarize something previously said or begin something new, but, in both cases, it crystallized a momentary experience which, together with successive crystallizations, formed a new, larger whole.

While the different approaches to narrative interviewing (life story interviewing, theme-based narrative interviewing, and Dual Lighting) helped the participants expand their narration, the Momentary Key Metaphors and the Clip Approach provided participants with tools to summarize and organize it. Both methodologies facilitated the participants’ iterative, abductive thinking, helping them narrow the gap between the initial understanding and the existing fragments of knowledge (Ricoeur, 1991) during the process. The methodologies supported participants in seeing alternative perspectives and options (Tomm, 1988), reaching meanings, and creating new ones, and recognizing change and development in their own narratives and themselves (Gonçalves et al., 2012). Evaluating, interpreting, and making connections between different aspects of life and self (McLean & Fournier, 2008) contributed to the development of personality and identity (Habermas, 2011; McAdams, 2013) and personal growth (McLean & Fournier, 2008), with storytelling being at the heart of stability and change in the self (McLean, Pasupathi, & Pals, 2007).

### 8.1 Potential Therapeutic Mechanisms

Participants consistently report serial interviews as helpful (Murray et al., 2009), sometimes even more therapeutic than therapy interviews (Gale, 1992). Gale (1992) reported three reasons for this outcome in his study. First, participants were acknowledged as the sole owners of their experience, the holders of knowledge, highlighted by the possibility to revisit and correct the information (video recordings of their therapy sessions) gathered earlier. Second, research interviews involved participants in a self-reflexive and recursive manner, allowing them to re-examine themselves and thus gain flexibility and produce multiple descriptions of their story. Third, the interviewer provided the participants with clarifying procedures (analogies) that helped to understand their situation, and that they could develop further, leading to a collaborative re-telling of their
story. In Gale’s study, the use of Interpersonal Process Recall (Kagan & Schauble, 1969) in qualitative research interviews came very close to psychotherapy, as self-reflection, which had not succeeded in therapy, became possible in a non-clinical research context, in which the participants were able to observe themselves in therapy. Moreover, the interviewer was in the role of researcher rather than helper, thus removing from the interaction the “must help” requirement typical of psychotherapy.

All the above dimensions can be found in the methodologies presented in this dissertation. The methodologies acknowledge participants as the sole owners of their experience, invite them to engage in iterative self-reflection, and offer metaphors and Clips as clarifying procedures to re-write participants’ stories of illness and life as a collaborative effort. Furthermore, when a person faces a serious illness, the need to talk can be particularly strong, and this need may not necessarily be responded to in the context of somatic treatment. In this sense, the research interviews were genuinely inclusive, whereas treatment situations may be objectifying. Trust built up over a longer series of interviews (Murray et al., 2009), acceptance shown in the interviews (Tomm, 1988), and factors common to all psychotherapies (Wampold, 2015), such as an alliance, empathy, and unconditional respect (Lindfors, 2019), may also have therapeutic significance in this study.

The interviews, Momentary Key Metaphors, and Clips work in several ways analogous to psychotherapeutic work. While usually associated with psychotherapy, in this study—under the influence of the realistic and imagined threats related to cancer—careful listening and intensive responding provide the participants with similar therapeutic tools, allowing them, during the interview series, to widely reach and utilize the narrative resources of both their personal and social stock of stories (Hänninen, 2004; McAdams, 2013). In the methodologies presented, the participants’ own speech works as therapeutic documentation supporting the creation of an observer position and enabling the construction of alternative stories and the detection of change (White & Epston, 1990; Morgan, 2000; Fox, 2003). The couple context widens the audience of the performance of the new stories (Fox, 2003), expanding the development, scope, and endurance of the alternative stories in the participants’ lives (White & Epston, 1990, pp. 41, 114).

8.1.1 Participants’ Own Speech as Therapeutic Documentation

Similar to written documents in narrative psychotherapy, the Clips serve as testimonies—they are more than spoken word (Morgan, 2000; Fox, 2003; Speedy, 2005). They are black-and-white, not transient like speech (Speedy, 2005), thus reaching the “unsurpassed authority” of the written tradition “from the fact that it is not heard but seen” (White & Epston, 1990, pp. 33–34). Through the themes of the small stories picked out and stored on them, the Clips provide a structuring perspective on the participant’s own world, triggering thought association chains that cover much more about their own experience and life than the text on those little tags themselves.
The Clips combine several types of written documents typical in narrative psychotherapy. They can be seen as “letters” (Morgan, 2000, pp. 128–139; Fox, 2003) which “due to their visibility to all parties, can be easily amended, contested, or confirmed” (White & Epston, 1990, p. 126). At the same time, they are documents that during the process have been and will be further “authored by the person who is their subject,” thus providing the participant with “a central role in contributing to the specification of her own self” (White & Epston, 1990, p. 191). Through working with the Clips, participants became “conscious of their participation in the constitution of their own lives,” which could “lead to a profound sense of personal responsibility, as well as a sense of possessing the capacity to intervene in the shaping of one’s life and relationships” (White & Epston, 1990, p. 191).

Furthermore, the Clips can be seen as “certificates” that invite “ongoing performances of meaning on behalf of the recipient and the audience” or as “declarations” (White & Epston, 1990, p. 192), or even more—as they are the participants’ own words—as “self-certifications” and “self-declarations” that invite them to develop a new account of their lives and new descriptions of both themselves as persons and their relationships (White & Epston, 1990, p. 213; Morgan, 2000, pp. 116–120; Fox, 2003, p. 32).

The Clips consolidate and thicken participants’ stories, “providing a permanent expression of what might have been key moments” (Speedy, 2005, pp. 285–286) in their lives. They are “documents of knowledge and affirmation” which record “particular knowledges that a person needs to have available to them at times of crisis” (Fox, 2003, p. 26). The Clips share a similarity with Fox’s (2003) practice of printing out patients’ words on laminated cards to enable them to return to their preferred stories and spread the news of their stories to others, but the Clips go further, allowing participants to continue their narratives of what they have previously said. By recording memories from the participant’s entire life, Storyboards made up of Clips resemble “memoirs” (Rick’s et al., 2014, p. 106) as well.

In the follow-up interview, the Momentary Key Metaphors also became a written document, a “letter” (White & Epston, 1990, p. 126; Morgan, 2000, pp. 128–139) written during the process by the participants to themselves (Fox, 2003). Recalling the events of Michael Radford’s Il Postino, these letters show how ordinary men—and their wives—gradually found their own voice, a language to express their feelings and make sense of their inner world, their own poetry (Sabbadini, 1998).

In contrast to the card sets used in some experiential techniques (Stein, 2007), both the Clips and the Momentary Key Metaphors directly refer to participants’ own life experiences in their own words, being a confirmation of being heard (Martin, 1998) and strengthening participants’ dignity (Persson et al., 2020). They combine the narrative and the dialogical—the black-and-white is cognitively observable, but at the same time it activates something in the self where the emotional content is at least as important as the cognitive.
8.1.2 Creating an Observer Position

All successful psychotherapy involves some kind of meta-observation and detachment from ongoing psychological processes (Castonguay & Hill, 2007). A necessary step towards being able to act on a phenomenon is that of first becoming an observer, through which both self-awareness and “other awareness,” such as empathy, are enhanced (Tomm, 1987b). This new perspective allows for greater freedom of choice and the opportunity to be free from negative emotions when contemplating issues that trouble the mind (Dimaggio et al., 2003).

In the present study, positioning through a metaphor helped the participants externalize cancer (Fergus et al., 2017, 2014) while reaching the complexity and depth of the illness experience (Legowski & Brownlee, 2001). As with client-created metaphors in narrative therapy, Momentary Key Metaphors allowed the participants to reframe their experience, introduce new meaning to it, and spontaneously identify new perspectives and options (White & Epston, 1990, p. 30; Legowski & Brownlee, 2001). The iterative mode of working helped the participants develop and “thicken” (Geertz, 1978) their metaphors during the interview series. This was an empowering process in which the participants could weave their own images of the past and present into the future and give meaning to the cancer experience in the context of their own lives (Legowski & Brownlee, 2001). Externalization helped the participants free themselves from problem-oriented views of cancer, assisted them in identifying and developing a new relationship with the illness and fostered a new sense of personal agency (White & Epston, 1990, p. 65).

The Clips, in turn, helped the participants develop self-observation (Tomm, 1987b), providing tools to organize it and thus helping them shift from an object position (as the victim of a life-threatening illness) to a subject position with personal agency (Leiman, 2012) and self-mastery (Kerr et al., 2020). Like the writing used in some psychotherapies, the Clips allowed the participants to keep a larger number of their experiences in their working memory than would have been the case through simply thinking or talking (Dimaggio et al., 2003). While the Clips can be seen as Chafe’s (1985) “idea units,” which express the amount of information (about seven words in English) that a person can hold in their short-term memory at any particular point in time (p. 106), the construction of Storyboards provided “a mechanism by which the informational content of idea units can be significantly increased, and by which these idea units can be reorganized in different relations of dependence” (White & Epston, 1990, p. 36). Thus, the Clips offered a mechanism through which the participants could be “more active in determining the arrangement of information and experience and in producing different accounts of events and experience” (White & Epston, 1990, p. 37), helping them locate themselves as protagonists in their own world (White & Epston, 1990, p. 82; Bruner, 2004).

In a functional sense, the Clips have much in common with the natural objects, such as stones, used in “composition work” in the dialogical reconstruction of self-identity (Konopka, Neimeyer, & Jacobs-Lentz, 2018). Like these tangible elements, the Clips allow exploration of the dynamic relationships between the
elements (e.g., tension and support) and the possibilities for their transformation. Moreover, instead of solely reflecting various aspects of one’s identity (“I positions”) (Konopka, Neimeyer, & Jacobs-Lentz, 2018), the Clips depict one’s experience and life more broadly. They support movements in time and between presence and reflection, providing participants with an “opportunity to see utterances from different perspectives,” thus allowing “access to experiences, thoughts, feelings and words not yet said” (Lidbom et al., 2015, p. 7). Such movements and the interaction between them, in the inner dialogue of clients, have been found to be important for the emergence of significant and meaningful moments in therapy (Lidbom et al., 2015).

The serial interviews as such and the reflexive questions presented in them (Tomm, 1988) support participants in self-reflection by allowing earlier findings to be developed and reflected on (Murray et al., 2009). However, in the present study, the potential for self-reflection was taken to a new level through the opportunity for the participants to create their life story using the Clips and through working with the Momentary Key Metaphors, both of which, as White and Epston (1990) describe, are:

*invitations for persons to engage in activities that generate an awareness of a process in which they are simultaneously performers in and audience to their own performance, and a consciousness of one’s production of one’s productions.*

*(p. 18)*

The Clip Approach generates this kind of awareness/consciousness first on the level of the participant’s own speech, then through the construction of their own life story, and finally through the possibility to develop and continue the life story. The Momentary Key Metaphor methodology creates the above awareness/consciousness through the participant’s creation of and reflection on their own metaphor in each interview, then through the observation and reflection on the metaphors from a longer-term perspective, and finally through the detection and construction of a plot linking the metaphors in the follow-up interview. Together, the interviews and the methodologies used in them create a multi-dimensional, multi-level “context of reflexivity” (White & Epston, 1990, p. 18) that brings forth new options for participants to re-author themselves and their relationship to the cancer experience during the interview process. They support participants in reaching a “metaposition” in relation to the illness and their own lives, helping them put “together orderly series of emotionally laden events in a flow of consciousness” and tell a coherent story of their own (Salvatore et al., 2006, p. 204). By inviting participants to self-reflect on both the details and the whole, the interviews and the methodologies used in them allow the participants to create and recreate themselves through narrative choices (Martin, 1998).

The narrative mode redefines the relationship between the observer and the subject: while allowing both to take their place in the story presented, it gives the observer the role of privileged author (White & Epston, 1990, p. 82). Besides building on exact citations of the participants’ speech, the Clip Approach em-
phasizes the authorship of the participants (Martin, 1998) through the possibility to select quotations, add and remove content, write new Clips, edit the story later, and continue it.

The extent to which existing Clips were used, the low level of changes made to them, and the small number of new Clips written suggest that the participants found the existing Clips relevant and adequate for their story. The stories constructed in the fifth interviews were also regarded as valid after the follow-up period. The changes made rather reflect an evolution of meaning: the original building blocks of the Storyboard evolved into building blocks that continued it.

As the Momentary Key Metaphors are created by the participant, expressed in the participant’s own words, and presented in the follow-up interview in the same order in which the participant has created them, they, as well, highlight the participant’s role as the privileged author.

8.1.3 Enabling the Creation of Alternative Stories

Respecting the autonomy of the participants, the new methodologies opened up space for new perceptions, perspectives, and options, and supported the participants in creating new connections and fresh solutions, releasing their innate healing capacity (Tomm, 1988). Both the Momentary Key Metaphors and the Clips facilitated participants in re-entering and re-considering their experiences and lives and re-constructing their narratives concerning them. Not only did the methodologies provide space for the identification and performance of “alternative knowledges” around which “alternative stories” could be built (White & Epston, 1990, p. 31; Morgan, 2000, pp. 85–97), but they also helped participants richly describe and meaningfully experience their new empowering stories (Rajaei & Jensen, 2020).

Both the Clips and the Momentary Key Metaphors supported participants in recognizing “unique outcomes,” or “Innovative Moments,” as Gonçalves and colleagues (2009) call them, and building meaning around them (White & Epston, p. 31; Morgan, 2000, pp. 70–85). Thus, they enabled the support of the participants “from behind rather than from ahead,” which is a primary mechanism for building a receptive context in therapy (White & Epston, 1990, p. 148). Unique outcomes are narrative details outside the main story (Matos et al., 2009), experiences or events that fall outside the effects of a problem story and oppose it (Morgan, 2000, pp. 70–79). They are exceptions to the rule (Gonçalves, Matos, & Santos, 2009). Supporting the Galilean tradition of the philosophy of science, instead of confirming the rule, they overturn it and call for a reformulation of the rule. Unique outcomes are moments of new insight and action which connect the person favorably with themself, with other people, and with their own beliefs (Morgan, 2000, pp. 70–79). They are new emergent meanings that enable the construction of a novel, more flexible and adaptive self-narrative in which previous maladaptive assumptions are revised and changed (Gonçalves et al., 2012). Dialogically, they are opportunities for new voices to gain strength alongside and eventually beyond the dominant narrative (Gonçalves, Matos, & Santos, 2009).
Unique outcomes could appear as contradictions to the dominant story (as in many polyphonic Momentary Key Metaphors) or stand as puzzling anomalies (as some of the Clips) (White & Epston, 1990, p. 127). There were “action” type Innovative Moments (especially among Clips) and “reflection” type Innovative Moments (among both Momentary Key Metaphors and Clips) (Gonçalves, Matos, & Santos, 2009) as signs of something new under development (Matos et al., 2009), but also “re-conceptualization” (especially among Clips) and “new experience”-type Innovative Moments (among both Momentary Key Metaphors and Clips), which have been recognized as essential for therapeutic change in narrative therapy (Matos et al., 2009). Through “new experience” Innovative Moments, the participants expanded their stories of self and illness into the future (Gonçalves, Matos, & Santos, 2009; Matos et al., 2009). These included new activities, projects, and experiences (Matos et al., 2009; Gonçalves et al., 2012), which helped the participants imagine and move towards their future selves (Gonçalves, Matos, & Santos, 2009; Matos et al., 2009). During the activities of building new stories around unique outcomes, the participants’ own lives and their relationship to the illness experience were re-described (White & Epston, 1990, p. 127; Morgan, 2000, pp. 85–97; Gonçalves, Matos, & Santos, 2009).

8.1.4 Metaphors in the Construction of Alternative Stories

Momentary Key Metaphors are miniature stories of illness which can, as such, be an alternative story or contain an alternative story. Many Journey metaphors and Creating Something New metaphors are examples of the former, whereas many polyphonic metaphors (e.g., in the Natural Phenomenon domain) are examples of the latter.

Working with the metaphors helped the participants organize a disordered experience, provided deeper comprehension of it, and opened up new perspectives on their own reality (Lakoff & Johnson, 1980; Levitt, Korman, & Angus, 2000; Gibbs & Franks, 2002). The participants used Journey metaphors to describe their journey both to the external and to the internal (Bruner, 2004), recognizing existing and new sides of the self (Laranjeira, 2013) in their journeys of self-discovery (Coreil, Wilke, & Pintado, 2004). The first Creating Something New metaphors were created in the third interviews, and they could be found in all subsequent phases of the interview series. It is possible that reflecting on the experience and the self over a longer period of time, in an iterative manner, enabled the participants to perceive the cancer experience in this new way. Using various polyphonic metaphors, such as those describing a natural phenomenon, the participants were able to examine and make sense of the contradictory aspects of their experience, create an evolving dialogue between them, and transform the illness experience into a more meaningful one (Gibbs & Franks, 2002; Hommerberg, Gustafsson, & Sandgren, 2020). When the participants received their metaphors in chronological order in the follow-up interview, the metaphors formed yet another alternative story or a basis for creating one by building a plot around them.
8.1.5 Clips in the Construction of Alternative Stories

The Clips are alternative stories in themselves, as they transform the oral accounts into a tangible, visually approachable, and movable form, encouraging and inviting fresh reflection and dialogue. The Clips enabled and enhanced the process of accessing meaning and generating new meaning (Reavey & Johnson, 2011). They helped the participants explore and re-evaluate the illness and find new interpretations of it. Furthermore, they enabled the participants to express strength, perseverance, and survival in themselves, allowing new interpretations of the illness experience. While helping to make negative emotions related to the experience visible and validated (White & Epston, 1990; Salvatore, 2006), the Clips supported participants in identifying and circulating positive aspects of their experience and life (White & Epston, 1990). The cancer experience was recurrently given a meaning related to something new, and the Clips provided an opportunity to connect it to this novel perspective. Individual Clips could turn out to be unique outcomes around which the alternative story began to build. Active participation in the restructuring of the experience made it possible to rewrite it (White & Epston, 1990) and helped the participants “draw out of these story-fragments a narrative which would be at once more bearable and more intelligible” (Ricoeur, 1991).

The participants recognized that the physical organization and placement of the Clips was intertwined with the mental work through which their narrative and life itself could be organized in new ways. Plotting their life stories using the Clips helped the participants synthesize the “heterogeneous elements” of a story in the three aspects discussed by Ricoeur (1991). Through “the operation of emplotment,” the participants organized a comprehensible whole out of events that were more than occurrences and thus contributed “to the progress of the narrative as well as to its beginning and to its end” (p. 21). The participants synthesized the “discordant” with “concordant” by literally organizing

together components that are as heterogeneous as unintended circumstances, discoveries, those who perform actions and those who suffer them, chance or planned encounters, interactions between actors ranging from conflict to collaboration, means that are well or poorly adjusted to ends, and finally unintended results. (p. 21)

Finally, through composing their stories, the participants made a synthesis of “two sorts of time . . . a discrete succession that is open and theoretically indefinite” and “another temporal aspect characterized by the integration, culmination and closure,” “a particular configuration”—the resulting Storyboard as “a temporal totality” and the poetic act of constructing it as “the creation of a mediation between time as passage and time as duration,” ending up with “something that endures and remains across that which passes and flows away” (Ricoeur, 1991). The process culminated in the moment of the participant reading their own story, which allowed the narrative to reshape the reader’s experience and reconfigure their life (Ricoeur, 1991).
By creating a Storyboard and telling their life story with it, the participants were able to question, discuss, and make connections between unique outcomes across landscapes of time (past, present, and future), action (setting, actors, and actions), and consciousness (intentions, desires, values, and beliefs) (Gonçalves, Matos, & Santos, 2009; Matos et al., 2009). The construction of the Storyboards allowed the participants “to feel, think, and act differently from the feelings, thoughts, and actions framed by the problem-saturated story” and literally helped them “construct from heterogeneous UOs [Unique Outcomes] a new gestalt that can be transformed into a new narrative of life” (Matos et al., 2009, p. 69).

8.1.6 Storyboards as Alternative Stories

The resulting Storyboard is an alternative story of life, self, and illness, both in terms of content, but also as a visual representation. It is literally “a new history that is attached to a new future” (White & Epston, 1990, p. 159). As “a visual representation of the life journey both outwardly traveled and inwardly lived,” the Storyboard resembles a “life map,” which presents life as a visual collection of images and symbols (Caldwell, 2005, p. 174). Like life maps, Storyboards are simultaneously the end result of a life review, a powerful invitation to new reminiscences, and a place for a new beginning. As with life maps, how participants shaped their story in turn shaped their experience. The story was both their creation and their creator (White & Epston, 1990; Bruner, 2004).

Storyboards share several characteristics with the poetic documents created from therapy session notes by Jane Speedy (2005). Both the Clips and the stories created with them carried “intimate,” “succinct” distillations of meanings that surprised and encouraged the participants, who felt that they hit “the ‘heart and soul’ of their words and phrases” (p. 286). The Clips “brought different dimensions of spaciousness, playfulness and hopefulness” to the processing of the cancer experience and life and, like Speedy’s poetic documents, took the participants “into some unexpected places” (p. 296). Already receiving the Clips, and later (as I did with one of the couples) “hearing poetic versions of their conversations read out to them,” assisted the participants in “stepping into a space that exoticises the domestic, the everyday, the taken for granted and the unquestioned in their lives” (p. 287).

The Clips and the Storyboards not only captured “‘sparkling’ images and metaphors,” but also literally enabled examination of “the spaces in between the said, the ‘as yet unsaid’ and the ‘as yet unsayable’” (Speedy, 2005, pp. 286, 296). They allowed this not only within a single fragment of conversation, like the poetic documents created by Speedy, but also between numerous narratives (Clips) from different parts of the conversations (interviews) by bringing them into contact with each other through the construction of the new narrative (Storyboard). Working with the Clips made it possible “to loiter for longer in the open spaces . . . and (perhaps) to ask some of what might have been asked and say some of what might have been said” (p. 286). It positioned participants “as curious co-researchers,” added new dimensions to the stories that shaped their
lives, and provided “fruitful means of describing and navigating the landscapes of [their] identities and actions” with “unexpected ease and delight” (pp. 287, 294–295).

Like me, Speedy (2005) had invented the practice of co-authoring poetic documents “by accident” when she had been immersed in her “work in a research project that involved the transcription and distillation of a substantial number of conversations” (p. 290). In the same way as I, she had captured the words and phrases that caught her attention when “navigating and peopling the landscapes of action and meaning across people’s lives, histories and possible futures” (p. 290). The main difference is that where Speedy had mostly constructed poetic documents from the clients’ quotes after the session by herself, I returned direct quotes to the participants so that they could construct their own stories by themselves.

8.1.7 Enabling the Detection of Change

The perception of change that arises from the introduction of a linear concept of time is vital for meaning making and experiencing personal agency in one’s life (White & Epston, 1990, p. 35). Both the Clips and the Momentary Key Metaphors facilitate “the mapping of experience onto the temporal dimension” (White & Epston, 1990, p. 36), the metaphors when returned to the participant in chronological order in the follow-up interview, and the Clips by allowing the participants to organize their experiences and life events in chronological order in their Storyboards. However, these are only two of the ways in which the new methodologies enabled the participants to perceive a change in their experience and life.

Polyphonic metaphors allowed the detection of a change in the interpretation of the illness experience even at a single moment. This change in interpretation was exploited in Dual Lighting, which helped the participants observe and self-reflect on their progress—i.e., change—in different areas of their lives during the process. Asking participants for two metaphors in the fifth interview (a retrospective image of the whole and another image of the current experience) allowed for the perception of change, as well. As a longitudinal method, the Momentary Key Metaphors created space for meaning to evolve throughout the process and allowed the change to be seen as a whole, as participants were able to re-visit their previous metaphors in the follow-up interview. This could lead to the identification of significant changes in agency and empowerment and, in the couple context, also in the relationship.

In a therapy setting, a gradual transformation from using “being burdened” metaphors to “unloading the burden” metaphors has been related to therapeutic change (Levitt, Korman, & Angus, 2000). In this dissertation, in the context of the research interviews, a single metaphor could, explicitly or implicitly, include two or more different, often contrasting, aspects of the illness experience, with the focus shifting from a negative aspect to a positive aspect during the interview series, with both acknowledged when the experience was described as a whole at the end. This was particularly evident in the patients’ data, where the sense of agency and empowerment expressed by the metaphors increased during the
interview series. Exploring dissonances through the metaphors—particularly the polyphonic ones—increased the participants’ self-knowledge and enabled evaluation and change in self (Aita et al., 2003).

The Clips enabled the cancer experience and the feelings related to it to be structured, demonstrating the change in both. All Storyboards discussed the illness experience from the moment of hearing the diagnosis, with fears of death (patients) and being left alone (spouses), to seeking treatment through a sometimes difficult consideration of treatment options, to then illustrating the treatment period, together with empowering thoughts, sentiments and images, and, at some point in the story, recognizing agency and confidence in oneself and, finally, entering recovery with feelings of relief, trust, gratitude, and hopefulness. Through their Storyboards, the participants were also able to see how they had changed and developed during the process. The accounts and the stories repeatedly showed that the core questions caused by cancer dealt with narrative identity, and addressing these questions promoted its development. The Clip Approach helped the participants make connections between distant parts of life and self (McLean & Fournier, 2008), supported continuity (Habermas & Köber, 2015) and made visible development in self (Habermas, 2011; McAdams, 2013) and personal growth (McLean & Fournier, 2008).

The modifications and extensions to the Storyboards during the follow-up interview were yet another source for detecting change. The participants expressed change in various ways: by adding new Clips to their story, by rearranging existing Clips, by removing text from and/or adding new text to existing Clips, or simply by continuing their story orally. Continuing the story with Clips from the original story indicates evolution of meaning. The participants could implement such a change in meaning by moving and potentially editing several existing Clips or, as one couple did, by moving and editing just one Clip, resulting in a dramatic change in their story. These changes make the “pre-narrative quality” of human experience (Ricoeur, 1991, p. 29) visible and illustrate the ability of the Clip Approach to create space for the not-yet-said (Anderson & Goolishian, 1988; Speedy, 2005) and to generate “stories that have not yet been told” (Ricoeur, 1991, p. 30).

Both new methodologies create a structure that supports repetition, which is central to the process of change (Gonçalves et al., 2012). They facilitate the elaboration of unique outcomes as a cyclical process (Matos et al., 2009), allowing the participant literally “to step back and see him- or herself changing” (Gonçalves, Matos, & Santos, 2009, p. 14). Several iterations support participants in validating the change and projecting themselves into the future through their new narratives (Gonçalves, Matos, & Santos, 2009; Gonçalves et al., 2012). Through the reauthoring process, a thick, coherent description of the experience of change is developed (Gonçalves, Matos, & Santos, 2009).

Like the poetic documents co-created by Speedy (2005) and her patients, both Storyboards and the Momentary Key Metaphors reminded the participants “about the ways in which their stories change over time and the ways in which they position themselves differently” (p. 286). By making “the self in the past” and “the self in the present” visible, the Storyboard and the telling of one’s life
story with it created “a metaposition over change,” calling on the participant to reflect on and describe the “processes that allowed the transformation from the past to the present” (Matos et al., 2009, p. 69; Gonçalves, Matos, & Santos 2009). Thus, they enabled and supported the emergence of “a particular type of unique outcome—reconceptualization—that facilitates sustained change” (Gonçalves, Matos, & Santos, 2009, p. 1). The participants were not only actors in the change process but also its authors (Gonçalves, Matos, & Santos, 2009) and were thus able to affect the process of change (Matos et al., 2009). Through re-conceptualization, the participants could connect unique outcomes with each other, give them narrative meaning and structure, and expand “these elementary novelties to a new, consolidated self-narrative” (Matos et al., 2009, p. 76). By visually showing how they had evolved from a previous position to a new one, the Storyboards helped the participants maintain a sense of continuity (Gonçalves et al., 2012). They provided a structure for assessing change (Matos et al., 2009) and supported the participants in “gradually identifying with a new self-narrative” (Gonçalves et al., 2012) and in imagining a future with new possibilities (Matos et al., 2009). Reflecting on the change not only in the participants’ life stories but especially in the metaphors created a narrative contrast to the process of change (Gonçalves et al., 2012) and allowed the participants “to avoid the eternal dichotomy between the two voices in opposition, by transforming the dichotomy itself” (Gonçalves, Matos, & Santos, 2009, p. 18).

8.1.8 Recruiting a Wider Audience

The development, scope, and endurance of alternative stories can be further expanded by recruiting a wider audience for the performance of new meanings in the participants’ lives (White & Epston, 1990, pp. 41, 114; Fox, 2003). For all the participants, the researcher acted as an “outsider-witness” (Fox, 2003), who observed the new knowledge first by hearing it, then by returning it back to the participants (Seikkula, 2008) through the Clips and the Momentary Key Metaphors, and finally by witnessing the reconstruction, telling and development of the new stories.

Involving the spouse in the interviews directly widened the audience from the researcher to the person nearest in the patient’s life. This was meaningful for both spouses. The interviews were a window into the spouse’s thoughts. They created “other awareness” (Tomm, 1987b), revealing new things even after decades of shared life. Building a story together helped the couples make sense of their situation through collaborative action, creating shared understanding, appreciation, and empowerment (Miller & Stiver, 1998). The Clips worked as tools for interaction and development of knowledge (Ewenstein & Whyte, 2007). Demonstrating acceptance, appreciation, mutual empathy (Miller, 1986) and mutual empowerment (Miller & Stiver, 1998), the dialogues helped both spouses further explore and construct their metaphors. Each cycle was intensified by the validation of the significant other, triggering new cycles of novelty.
exploration (Gonçalves, Matos, & Santos, 2009). Through the interaction between the spouses, their personal metaphors began to develop, and their dialogue deepened. The longitudinal setting helped the couple exploit the limitlessness of the dialogical context (Bakhtin, 1986) as they constructed meaning for the cancer experience in their lives. Each spouse’s metaphors evolved over time, and intertwining in a dialogue formed an enriching, deepening narrative that enhanced the couple’s mutual understanding not only of the illness experience but also of the wider story of life. Thus, the dialogue not only helped the couple create a polyphonic understanding of the shared experience, but also provided a relation to the self and a process of self-formation (Seikkula, 2008). Both spouses contributed to the growth of each other and their relationship (Seikkula & Trimble, 2005; Jordan, 2017), each serving as an “outsider-witness” to the other’s new stories (Walther & Fox, 2012; Chow, 2015), which were completed in their living receivers (Ricoeur, 1991, p. 21). The couple context involved both spouses as experts in their own experience of illness, enabling the partners to recognize and be aware of each other’s preferred stories, to acknowledge and actively thicken them, and to connect around shared intentions and values (Fox, 2003).

Finally, the fact—and the participants’ awareness of this—that the study they were participating in was a dissertation study, widened the participants’ audience both objectively and subjectively. For many participants, it was meaningful that by taking part in the study and telling their story, they were helping not only themselves, but also, potentially, other patients and spouses in a similar situation, as well as assisting healthcare professionals in improving care. This transformed the participants from patients and spouses into “consultants,” with Storyboards and Momentary Key Metaphors as “documents of rite of passage,” that helped them, at the end of this joint work, take recourse in the alternative stories they themselves had generated during it (Fox, 2003, p. 34).

8.2 Therapeutic Effects of the Processual Interview Series

The interviews and the methodologies developed in this study are resource-oriented and dialogical. They follow the words that the participants use and create a genuine interaction event. They take place over a longer period of time and emphasize the meaning of the participant’s life story. Like therapy built on a narrative mindset, they (1) emphasize the lived experience of the person, (2) encourage the perception of a changing world by plotting the lived experience through the temporal dimension, (3) invite the creation of implicit meanings and multiple perspectives, (4) encourage polysemy and the use of ordinary, poetical, and picturesque language to describe experience and construct new stories, (5) invite a reflexive stance and an appreciation of one’s own participation in interpretive acts, (6) encourage a sense of authorship and re-authorship of one’s life and relationships in the telling and retelling of one’s story, and (7) acknowledge that stories are co-produced and establish conditions under which the “subject” becomes the privileged author (White & Epston, 1990, p. 83).
The interviews provided the patient with a participatory experience of care, which may, given the stage of the disease, otherwise be objectifying. Whereas a medical file “has a significant, if not central, part in rituals of exclusion” (White & Epston, 1990, p. 190), Momentary Key Metaphors and Storyboards represent what Bryan Turner calls “rituals of inclusion” (Turner & Hepworth, 1982). They are a version of a co-constructed reality shared dialogically rather than as a professional monologue (White & Epston, 1990, p. 126). In contrast to case notes written for the care provider, they “constitute a form of recording for the benefit of those who attend” (Fox, 2003, p. 26). They are “alternative documents” (White & Epston, 1990, p. 191), which as practices supporting the externalization of the problem, provide an alternative to cultural practices that objectify people and their bodies, and open space for people to rewrite themselves and their relationship to their problem according to alternative narratives and knowledge (White & Epston, 1990, p. 75).

Life is merely a biological phenomenon until it is interpreted, and a narrative provides symbolic resources to creatively imitate “the mixture of acting and suffering, the very fabric of life” (Ricoeur, 1991, pp. 27–28). This mimesis is twofold: “as narrative imitates life,” so does “life imitate narrative” (Bruner, 2004, p. 692). We construct ourselves by continuous interpretation and reinterpretation of our experience (Bruner, 2004), and “the story of a life grows out of stories” we tell about ourselves, constituting our personal identity that we never cease interpreting (Ricoeur, 1991, p. 33). Our life is not “how it was” but how we interpret and reinterpret, tell, and retell it (Bruner, 2004, p. 708).

The interview series allowed for iterative storytelling and ultimately retelling of the participant’s life story (McLeod, 1996) as a collaborative task (Kohler Riessman & Speedy, 2007). The Momentary Key Metaphors and the Clip Approach supported the participants in creating new meanings and helped them organize their stories, compiling “emotions, memories, cultural norms, options granted and paths forbidden, dreams, fantasies and desires” into “scripts” that they could use (Dimaggio, 2006, p. 104). The new methods helped to achieve the objectives of a good intervention as defined by Dimaggio (2006): “there needs to be a modification not only of the contents of the stories, but also their form” (p. 106). Of these two, the latter is potentially even more important, at least according to Bruner (2004), who notes that “it is form rather than content that matters” (p. 696) and that the “formal structures” (p. 709) of self-narration may be established early on in the discourse of family life, and:

become so habitual that they finally become recipes for structuring experience itself, for laying down routes into memory, for not only guiding the life narrative up to the present, but for directing it into the future. (p. 708)

The new methodologies supported the emergence and maintenance of the dialogical process characteristic of successful psychotherapy: they created a metaposition from which other positions in relation to the illness and the self could be seen and evaluated (Dimaggio et al., 2003; Hermans, 2003; Matos et al., 2009). This metaposition created distance to other positions, provided an over-arching view of them, and facilitated the evaluation of different positions and
their organization (Hermans, 2003). It helped the participants integrate different positions into their personal history, organize positions, and identify how one position had led to another, pointing the way for the future development of the self (Hermans, 2003). Furthermore, the interview series provided the participants with a means to recognize and find their own voice (White & Epston, 1990, p. 159; Ricks et al., 2014), and by enabling the participants to be the audience for their own presentation of the new alternative stories, it enhanced their sense of personal agency and potentially the survival of the new stories as well (White & Epston, 1990, p. 17).

Cancer patients experience a great need to do something themselves (Melman & Newnham, 2011). For many, a cancer diagnosis is like a death sentence, leaving them speechless and feeling hopeless, but it need not be. By actively and productively engaging with their own experience of illness as the somatic treatment progressed, the participants in this study were able turn their uncertainties into possibilities, showing that meaning-making, enhanced agency, and coping are closely linked (Moran & Russo-Netzer, 2016; Kayser & Acquati, 2019; Dauphin et al., 2020).

By telling and being listened to, a human being becomes aware, understands, and builds the world themself and their relationship with the surrounding world. Possible, more favorable meanings for individual issues or events, or for larger entities, at their broadest for the whole of life and the self, strengthen and increase well-being and mental health (Kerr et al., 2020). This psychological work was enabled through the methodologies proposed in this study at several levels, first at the level of the interviews and then at the level of the dense telling enabled by the Momentary Key Metaphors and Clips. The way the stories began to live and the experience to deepen indicates the benefits of the new methodologies. The unfolding stories of illness and life could be widened and deepened by them.

The only life worth living is a well-examined life, and any story told about anything can be better understood by looking at other possible ways of telling it (Bruner, 2004). By exploring and learning something about “how people put their narratives together when they tell stories from life, considering as well how they might have proceeded” (Bruner, 2004, p. 709), this dissertation may have brought something new to this great ideal.

8.3 Strengths and Limitations

As the interview methodologies developed in this study have not been widely applied, variation related to the interviewer has not yet been evaluated. On the other hand, this study possesses several strengths. By involving men of different ages, the study provided a broad picture of the prostate cancer experience at various stages of life. Including spouses not only widened the perspective, but also allowed couples to work through the experience as dyads, creating shared agency and strengthening mutual support. Multiple consecutive interviews over a longer period of time, together with careful listening and intensive responding, built trust (Murray et al., 2009) and enabled deep personal exploration and
working through the cancer experience within the process. Transcribing the inter-
views without outsourcing the work to professionals supported immersion in
the data, which served both the participants and the research (McLeod &
Balamoutsou, 2001). The narration was reflected back to the participants and
meanings were explored in a variety of ways at many different levels, not only
in relation to the illness experience but also in relation to the wider story of life.
The interview context was openly reciprocal, providing the participants with
the opportunity to comment on their narration both during and at the end of the
interview process. The methodologies allowed the stories to emerge, evolve, and
continue (Sparkes & Smith, 2008). The number of participants and interviews
was high enough to show the applicability and advantages of the new method-
ologies. Moreover, there was no difference between the richness of the meta-
phors and Storyboards created in the individual and couple interviews.

The trustworthiness and authenticity of the study are based on several validity
procedures presented for qualitative inquiry in the literature (Creswell & Miller,
2000). These include (a) close collaboration with the participants throughout
the research process with the intent to respect and support them; (b) prolonged
engagement in the field to build a tight and holistic case; (c) researcher reflex-
vivity—writing research journal entries immediately after each interview and us-
ing the entries during the interview process and in the data analysis; (d) member
checking—the participants validated and commented on the accuracy of the
metaphors and the Clips as raw data, and the Storyboards as accounts, with the
comments being incorporated into publications 1 to 3; (e) triangulation from
multiple data sources (participants) and through multiple methods (observa-
tions, interviews, and documents—with Momentary Key Metaphors, Clips, and
Storyboards as textual and/or visual artifacts); and (f) detailed and rich descrip-
tion of the setting, the participants, the development of the new methodologies,
the data, and the interview process as a whole.

The role of the researcher in developing the methodologies, in the interviews,
and in the construction of the stories has been described and illustrated. To en-
able the reader to evaluate the results, and the interpretations and conclusions
drawn from them, Momentary Key Metaphors, Clips, excerpts and photographs
of the Storyboards, as well as interview excerpts are widely presented in the
publications.

The permeability (Stiles, 2003) of the research is enhanced by the personal
engagement of the researcher, by the iterations in both the research process and
the analysis and by making the interpretations explicit and accessible by sys-
tematically linking them to observations through substantial amounts of illus-
trative texts. Contextual interpretation, in turn, enhances its transferability
(Stiles, 2003). Contracting a serious illness, prostate cancer, and the illness ex-
perience during the treatments—from the perspective of the patient and the
spouse—were the frameworks of this study. The study does not, however, aim
to provide knowledge generalized to this population; but instead, to the phe-
nomenon of the added value of the use of metaphors and visual artifacts as part
of a psychosocial interview intervention in the context of a serious health crisis.
This dissertation highlighted the phenomenon. Identifying the preconditions
for the use of the methodologies requires further research. As always in qualitative research, the results are tentative and evolving. Just as the study did not seek to reach a final understanding of the cancer experience and life for the participants themselves, it does not aim to present a final interpretation of the results (Stiles, 2003).

One of the Clips presented in publication 3 included personal data and was made generic. No other challenges to the ethical principles occurred.

8.4 Possible Topics for Further Research

The material collected in this dissertation study is extensive and provides an opportunity to further reflect on many research questions and to raise new ones. Some of these potential research questions relate to the metaphors, others to the Storyboards, and some to the interview data as a whole.

The analysis of the Momentary Key Metaphors could be widened to an inspection of the longitudinal development of each participant’s metaphors and the relationship between sequential metaphors describing the participant’s current experience (in interviews 1 to 5) and metaphors describing the whole (in interviews 5 and 6). Another interesting research angle related to metaphors is which spontaneous metaphors and metaphoric expressions the participants used in the interviews and how these metaphors relate to their Momentary Key Metaphors. In the analysis of the metaphors, narrative, hermeneutic, discursive, or even poetic methods could be used. Furthermore, a new metaphor domain classification could be created. In this new classification, for example, Journey metaphors could be divided into sub-categories to reflect the different nuances inside this large cancer metaphor domain.

Storyboards, too, could be analyzed further. As discussed earlier, Storyboards are like poems, and—inspired by the work of Gee (1985, 1986, 1991) on units of speech, Kohler Riessman (1993, 2012) on narrative interview data, and McLeod and Balamoutsou (1996) and Speedy (2005) on therapy interview data—they could be analyzed directly as such. Each Clip equals a verse, and sequential Clips may form a stanza. As Kohler Riessman (1993) suggests, the analysis of the poetic structures of such stories supports the identification of meaning units within them and the “hearing” of the structure of the stories. Reading stories aloud reveals their “rhythm and tempo” (Speedy, 2005, p. 290) and may bring to light deep structures earlier unknown to the teller and the listener alike (Ricoeur, 1991, p. 23).

In the analysis of the Storyboards, for example, the following questions could be asked. Is the story clear and coherent? What are the core questions of the story and does the story provide answers to these questions? What kind of turns are there in the story, and what is the overall trend of the plot? Is the story linear, progressive, sequential, or recursive (Bruner, 2004)? What is the theme, discourse, and genre of the story (Bruner, 2004)? How does the participant/couple tell their story using the Clips? What about the untold? What Clips did the participant/couple not use? What do these Clips refer to? Why were they not used?
At any time during the analysis, it is possible to return to the broader interview extract to which the Clip refers for further answers.

As with the metaphors, the development of the sense of agency and empowerment presented by the stories could be analyzed. Even the development of self could be explored. This could be achieved by coding the stanzas and verses according to McAdams’s (2013) three-level framework of psychological self (Actor, Agent, Author) and by analyzing the narrator’s movement from one level to another as the story progresses.

Furthermore, Storyboards could be classified, for example, based on the typologies created by Frank (1995, 2007). Is the story one of Restitution, Chaos, or Quest (Frank, 1995)? And how does the story present the drama of illness? Is it about genesis, emotion work, fear and loss, meaning, or the self (Frank, 2007)?

Storyboards are visual representations of illness and life; thus, they even offer the possibility of analyzing stories visually. What is the visual appearance and structure of the story? What does the “poetic use of space” (Speedy, 2005, p. 290) in the story communicate? What do these dimensions add to the analysis of the story and how do they relate to the content of the story?

Finally, the interview material or certain parts of it could be further analyzed with narrative, hermeneutic, or discursive methods. Potential research questions could relate to the discourse around various topics during the interview series. How does the participant’s/couple’s discourse about cancer develop? How does the meaning of the cancer experience change? How do issues related to sexuality emerge and change during the interview series? How does the discourse about death evolve? What topics and issues do the participants bring up outside the interviewer’s questions?

Research questions could also relate to the interviews and the dynamics between the interlocutors. How does the stage of treatment affect the content of the interview, the atmosphere, and the focus of the discussions? How do the interviews change and evolve during the interview series? How do the dynamics between the interviewer and the participant(s) develop during the interview series? What kind of verbal and nonverbal support do the spouses show to each other during the interview series, and how do these develop?

Finally, research questions could relate to the potential results of the interview series. How do the participants describe the meaning of the interviews in coping with the cancer experience and reconstructing their life story? What kind of mental growth do the participants describe?

8.5 Potential Directions for Future Research

The dissertation introduces several new narrative frameworks and methods providing structure for future narrative research. Potential directions for future research may relate to the rupture experience itself, the context, the participants, the interviewer, the interviews, or the temporal dimension.

Future research may use the new methodologies to explore the handling of autobiographical ruptures caused by, for example, various serious illnesses,
acute accident crises, social changes such as unemployment or divorce, or developmental changes such as the transition to parenthood or retirement. Perhaps the methodologies could also be used to study the processing of a collective rupture experience, or any experience that would bring together people who are previously unknown to each other, such as peers. Potential methods of analysis include visual, narrative, hermeneutic, discursive, and poetic approaches.

Some of the suggested research alternatives would introduce the methodologies to different kinds of social contexts and various kinds of participants. Potential research questions in this research direction could include the following: How do the methodologies work in contexts other than health care? How do they work and what kind of results do they produce among participants of different ages and backgrounds? And how do they work between different types of dyads, such as between a parent and an adult child, or between several interlocutors, such as a whole family, or a group of people who do not know each other beforehand?

The next potential research line relates to the interviewer(s). How does variation related to the interviewer affect the results? What interviewer characteristics are key to the success of the interviews and the use of the developed methodologies? How can these characteristics be supported and developed? And, with prostate cancer in particular, what is the impact of the gender of the interviewer on the way the threat to masculinity posed by the disease is approached and dealt with in the interviews and the interactions therein?

There are also several possible research questions related to the interviews. For instance, how would changing the number and frequency of the interviews affect the outcome? What number of interviews is sufficient for positive outcomes? What is the optimum number of interviews? What is the optimal duration and timing of the interview series? Could the interviews be conducted, and the methodologies used, remotely? What further development would it require? How would remote implementation affect the results?

Finally, future research could investigate the impact of the proposed interview series and methodologies on participants’ lives in the long term. Do they provide participants with support and tools to work out other autobiographical ruptures they may face later in life, for example if the cancer reoccurs? And what is the long-term impact of the proposed interview process on the psychological well-being of the participants.
9. Clinical Implications

Listening to patients as they rebuild meaning and coherence is pivotal to caring and healing (Frank, 1995; Skott, 2002). This dissertation illuminates the potential of a qualitative research process as an intervention and introduces new methodologies to support the implementation of patient-centered holistic cancer care. Based on the results, experiences, and participant feedback from this dissertation, I propose a similar type of series of interviews as part of the diagnostic and treatment process of (prostate) cancer to support patients’ and spouses’ mental well-being during and after the cancer treatment.

The proposed methodologies provide beneficial tools to produce and address the required content in guidance and counseling in cancer treatment contexts. The interviews provided participants with a completely new experience of being heard on issues that are difficult to share and may cause loneliness. The new methodologies helped the participants deconstruct and work through the health crisis and the threat of death they experienced when facing cancer. The study highlighted the need for sufficiently long psychosocial support even in those treatments where the outcome is positive. It is not yet known how many interviews will be required for positive results, but the number and frequency of interviews used in this study produced promising results.

9.1 A Patient-Centered Guidance and Counseling Intervention for Cancer Care

Figure 3 presents a proposal for a series of guidance and counseling meetings for a prostate cancer patient undergoing radiotherapy for two months. The intervention is easily adaptable to patients suffering from other cancers, such as breast cancer. The series begins with a narrative thematic interview focusing on the diagnosis and the emotions it has evoked. For the second session, I propose a life story interview and, for the third, the Dual Lighting method, using polyphonic metaphors the patient has potentially created in the first and/or second interviews. The fourth meeting will again be a narrative thematic interview, expanding on the themes discussed earlier and highlighting topics that have not emerged before.

The choices of narrative interview method made in the example are indicative. The timing of the meeting in relation to the time of diagnosis and stage of cancer treatment and, above all, the specific circumstances and needs of the patient, will guide the choice of interview method and topics to focus on in each meeting.
The fifth session allows the patient to construct his life story through interview quotes and to reflect on the meaning of the cancer experience and whether it has become part of his life story. The role of the meetings in working through the cancer experience, as well as any mental growth that the experience and addressing it may have generated, is also discussed.

In each session, the patient is asked to describe the cancer experience at that particular time in his life using a metaphor and to reflect on the personal meaning of the metaphor. In the fifth interview, this also occurs from a retrospective perspective.

The follow-up meeting begins by discussing the patient’s well-being and quality of life during the follow-up period. Then the patient is given his previous metaphors and can re-consider them one by one and as a whole. After that, he is given the opportunity to return to the life story he has constructed in the fifth interview and can reflect on it, change it if necessary, and continue it. The role of the meetings in processing the cancer experience and life, as well as any mental growth that the experience and addressing it may have generated, is also discussed. Before the end of the meeting, it is important to check that all the necessary topics have been covered and determine whether there is anything else the patient would still like to share.
9.2 About Time and Timelessness

The meetings should be unhurried. If possible, no time limit should be set in advance, or if a time limit is to be set, at least 1.5 hours should be reserved for each appointment, allowing the patient to take the time he needs. It is recommendable to schedule the first appointment as soon as possible after the diagnosis. In this phase, anxiety is at its highest (Watts et al., 2014), and the level of uncertainty is also high. Active procedures to control cancer have not yet begun, and since there are no care personnel involved yet, the patient is potentially quite alone with his questions and fears. If the patient needs to wait for the cancer treatment to begin, it is potentially beneficial to organize a second guidance and counseling meeting before the cancer treatment begins, as well.

Meetings 2 to 5 may take place during the cancer treatment period. If the treatment includes a phase that is different from the main treatment, such as brachytherapy, it may offer a useful time to meet. During the cancer treatment period, appointments can be easily scheduled in conjunction with the treatment sessions, and the end of the primary treatment provides a natural time for the fifth meeting. Alternatively, if the patient wishes, the appointments can be spread over a longer period, for example half a year, as was the case for some of the participants in this study. For some patients, the end of cancer treatment is a source of anxiety and fear, as treatment schedules no longer punctuate their daily lives and frequent contact with care personnel comes to an end. Then the knowledge that the guidance and counseling appointments will continue beyond the cancer treatment provides continuity and support to the patient. Overall, it is important to listen to the patient’s wishes when scheduling the meetings.

A follow-up meeting, for example, a year after the first meeting, is important for several reasons. First, knowing that there will be another meeting in the future will help the patient at the end of the intensive work together when the main interview series comes to an end. Second, the follow-up meeting provides an opportunity to look at the illness experience as a whole from a distance. Third, the ideas generated during the guidance and counseling series can be reflected upon afterwards, which helps to broaden and deepen them and to see their trajectory.

The model can be modified to support different kinds of treatment options, such as a combination of surgery and radiotherapy, where the second appointment would take place before or after surgery and meetings 3 to 5 during radiotherapy.

9.3 About Listening and Listening Back

Genuine interest and unconditional respect for what the person shares, as well as empathetic, responsive listening, are important elements in creating and maintaining a dialogical context. In dialogically responsive listening, the listener adopts an “active, responsive attitude” (Bakhtin, 1986, p. 68) and moment by moment reflects to the narrator, in one way or another, what the narrator’s speech uniquely means to the listener at that specific moment (Shotter, 2009,
Responsive listening and questioning help the narrator connect their utterances as “an interconnected unity” that they can explore in detail and invite the narrator to “hear” themselves and put into words their own experiences and the connections between them so that they can better understand them as an interconnected whole (Shotter, 2009, p. 36).

Listening back is an important part of responsive listening. It can be implemented in various ways at different levels of the interview series—within an interview, between interviews, or within the interview series as a whole. First, it can be achieved by reflecting back salient quotes and thoughts during one interview and summarizing the content of the interview at the end. Second, it may occur by beginning an interview with a summary of the previous one and bringing back important excerpts from a previous interview to a later one. Third, it can be performed at the level of the interview series as a whole with the help of Momentary Key Metaphors and Clips which represent the account in its totality. For the narrator, getting back what he has said before is a confirmation of being heard (Martin, 1998), and while it validates what has been told, it is also an opportunity for re-evaluation and the construction of something new (Seikkula, 2008). Listening back shows respect and appreciation for what has been said—and for the teller as a person and as a narrator.

Careful, empathic listening is required both when selecting quotes to be mirrored back to the person vocally in the interviews and when selecting excerpts for the Clips towards the end of the interview series. In describing the co-writing of poetic documents, Speedy (2005) writes about “multiple forms of listening, listening with ‘another ear,’” “a poetic kind of listening” (pp. 289, 292), which leads to listening for unexpected details and nuances:

> Capturing words and phrases that are unforeseen, evocative and resonant, that link lives and that attend to ‘particularities’ rather than generalities. Attending especially carefully to ‘talk’ that seems hard come by, or that emerges out of moments of silence or reverie. Including ‘talk’ from all sorts of places of struggle, and difficulty and humour, as well as sparkling and joyful or more hopeful moments, but above all evoking ‘talk that sings’: talk that surprises people, comes unexpectedly to their lips, shifts and/or exoticises their experiences of life’s possibilities. (p. 295)

I fully agree with the ideas Speedy (2005) expresses above. It is important to listen to the narrator’s personal voice, not only what they tell, but also how they tell what they tell: their personal ways of expressing life and its events, self and others, values, goals, and wishes, perceptions and evaluations, meanings, and metaphors—certain kinds of opposites and contrasts that draw out life and the self: search and discovery, feelings and thoughts, questions and answers, options and choices, the past and the future—personal, unique, original expressions and phrases that catch the eye, resonate, “rise” from the text and echo in the ears.

According to Speedy (2005), the co-writing of poetic documents draws the therapist’s attention to their listening and note-taking practices, and conversa-
tions that include the possibility of poetic co-writing appear qualitatively different from other types of therapeutic conversations. Questions asked, spaces that open up, and notes taken are all shaped by new possibilities.

Based on the participants’ feedback and my own experience in this dissertation, I am convinced that it is important to listen back a person’s own words and phrases verbatim. Freeman, Epston, and Lobovits (1997), as well as Speedy (2005), have come to the same conclusion, although in Speedy’s opinion it is possible to include the therapist’s words in the documents if additions are exactly marked.

9.4 About the Meaning of the Closest One

The study indicated that the involvement of the spouse in the processes and context of cancer care has therapeutic significance. Encouraging a couple to participate together in different phases of the cancer treatment process is valuable for both partners, their relationship, commitment to treatment, and clinical practice. The study also showed that a serious illness is a crisis requiring psychological work from both the patient and the spouse. The proposed longitudinal, dialogical setting of interviews supports the couple’s dyadic coping process and the relational qualities that facilitate it—relationship awareness, authenticity, and mutuality (Miller & Stiver, 1998; Kayser, Watson, & Andrade, 2007; Kayser & Revenson, 2016). The new methodologies allow both spouses to describe their own evolving experience of illness (Skerrett, 2003), support the experience of the other, and create a shared understanding that develops in mutual dialogue over time.

It is essential that both spouses wish to work together and can participate in all the interviews. It is also important that the interview period is sufficiently long, begins soon after diagnosis, and continues beyond the primary treatment of the cancer. This provides enough time to develop dyadic mutual support, where both spouses play their own role at different stages of the illness and treatment process. Reciprocal support between mental work and cancer care is also best achieved when the interview series is sufficiently long and extends beyond primary treatment.

The interviewer plays an important role in building, supporting, and maintaining a dialogical space. Furthermore, they should verify that both spouses’ voices are equally heard. In some cases, this may require a conscious effort to ensure that both spouses have been invited to speak and to subtly guide the couple to take turns in a natural way.

With the proposed methodologies, a dialogical coping context can be created for making meaning of the illness experience and building, maintaining, and strengthening the couple’s mutual resources in coping with cancer. This is important from both a human and a therapeutic perspective. The psychosocial support, natural problem-solving skills, and social healing that are inherent in close relationships can be easily activated when a space is created for them. Guidance and counseling at the frequency described in this study appear to help
build and maintain the couple’s mutual connection and deal with the uncertainty both spouses experience when facing cancer. At the same time, it helps in identifying and managing the risk of loneliness in cancer care and positively influences the couple’s engagement and commitment to somatic care as well.

9.5 For Other Contexts

The methodologies were developed among prostate cancer patients and their spouses, but they could be applied in other areas as well. Both methodologies offer encouraging potential for a low-threshold psychosocial support intervention in various application areas. They can be taken into use independently or to support and enrich existing methodologies, such as narrative psychotherapy. They have not yet been tested by practitioners but are likely to offer tools for, for example, counselors, psychotherapists, medical doctors, nurses, and social workers.

The Momentary Key Metaphor methodology can be adopted to support the handling of autobiographical ruptures caused by, for example, different kinds of serious illnesses, acute accident crises, miscarriage, or social changes such as unemployment or divorce. It offers creative ways to apply narrative means of counseling even in shorter encounters in medical settings, a theme that has interested both researchers and practitioners (Williams-Reade, Freitas, & Lawson, 2014). For example, asking for a Momentary Key Metaphor during medical appointments in a longer treatment relationship can be a beneficial way to support the patient’s psychological reflection on the illness experience—and to see, understand and encounter patients and their experiences from a new perspective. The methodology allows healthcare professionals to connect with patients’ personal images, reach their world, and create a basis for a shared language to build patient-centered care. The Momentary Key Metaphor methodology can potentially be used to support people facing various collective crises as well. It provides useful tools for people seeking support in various crises, both individual and collective, helping them to address different aspects of their experience and re-examine their handling of it (White & Epston, 1990, p. 76).

As such, the Clip Approach methodology suits environments where there is sufficient time for collaborative work, like psychotherapies. If the work intensity of the method can be reduced, for example, by extracting quotes directly from a recording or using speech recognition techniques for the transcription work, the Clip Approach offers encouraging development potential for a low-threshold psychosocial support intervention in various application areas. Potential target groups could include patients with a severe long-term illness in somatic treatment, clients in challenging life change situations in social work, and elderly people in need of support for their life stories in care. The methodology suits different kinds of people, both clients, and providers, if only they have sufficient time, willingness, and ability to deeply interact in a series of respectful discussions. In the creation and recreation of a human, paraphrasing Martin (1998), to speak is one thing, to hear is another, to confirm that one has heard is yet another still.
As such, the Clip Approach methodology suits environments where there is sufficient time for collaborative work, like psychotherapies. If the work intensity of the method can be reduced, for example, by extracting quotes directly from a recording or using speech recognition techniques for the transcription work, the Clip Approach offers encouraging development potential for a low-threshold psychosocial support intervention in various application areas. Potential target groups could include patients with a severe long-term illness in somatic treatment, clients in challenging life change situations in social work, and elderly people in need of support for their life stories in care. The methodology suits different kinds of people, both clients, and providers, if only they have sufficient time, willingness, and ability to deeply interact in a series of respectful discussions. In the creation and recreation of a human, paraphrasing Martin (1998), to speak is one thing, to hear is another, to confirm that one has heard is yet another still.
10. Epilogue

The empirical phase of the dissertation convinced me that in one way or another I wanted to work with people in crisis situations in the future. Listening to my innermost being is to listen to another person, to make their voice heard. What, then of my own voice?

Whose voice is echoing in my text, whose handwriting do I write? An author searches for her own voice and style for a longer time. Is it even relevant for a researcher to consider such a question? Is she allowed to use her entire repertoire, or should she leave something out, have the mute on, hold back?

Dissertation. Taking one’s own place. I take a position that I defend, that is mine. I build the story of science from one perspective, someone else from another, fragments of science challenging and supporting each other. Tensions arise and release. I use my turn in the scientific debate. I have a voice.

Can I even speak in any other voice than my own? I realize that my way of writing is part of me. It dresses my thoughts, aspirations, and endeavors. My personal goal for postgraduate studies is to learn something new, to develop, to gain substance, and a path to what I deeply value and want to achieve. It is something beautiful, humane, constructive, not hard, calculating, instrumental.

Am I allowed to, can I? Why am I asking as if from outside, from authorities? Do I want, do I dare? Is it more like whether I dare to get closer to myself, to who I am?

At its best, my work can show the reader the functionality and the added value of a different approach—provide the reader with a new, memorable experience, and show that scientific work can be performed, and in some cases is worth performing, in a different way. Perhaps a new kind of implementation can even be one of the contributions of my dissertation. That target I can only reach by being bravely present—listening to my innermost being, speaking in my own voice.

(Talsi, 2013, pp. 34–36, shortened)

In early 2018, a routine occupational health check unexpectedly led me to the situation the participants in this study had experienced three years earlier: a cancer diagnosis. My thyroid cancer was operated on a month later.
I remember thinking that now I personally understand how the interviewees felt and what they experienced. It feels like this to sit in a doctor’s office and hear that you have cancer. It is this distressing to wait for the treatment and this scary to step into surgery and settle on the “chopping block”. This much do I grieve that something is taken away from me. This much I want to ask, find out, strive to make the right decisions. And this much do I ponder whether my decisions are right.

I had dreams. Three of them have been etched in my mind so precisely that I could write them down here by heart. The rest I could fetch from the pages of my dream book of that time.

*The concert begins*

*Wild beast in a cage*

*A pawing horse*

*Black rocking chair*

*Running girl*

*A tile on the neck*

*Now, a large fresco is being painted*

My Momentary Key Metaphors.

Everyone’s life, including mine, contains difficult experiences that unexpectedly interrupt the story. I have given meaning to these experiences, structuring them, and re-constructing my life story in many different ways, also with the writing of this dissertation—and, as a person deeply engaged in self-exploration, I will continue to do so until the end of my life.

When I see what I say, I do know what I think. My story constructs me as part of my world.
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Appendix 1. Interview Themes

Cancer treatment
- Phase
- Treatments
- Needs in different phases
- Knowledge
- Care personnel

Physical well-being
- Physical effects of cancer and treatments and needs arising from them
- Pain
- Fatigue
- Sleep
- Appetite
- Nausea
- Urination
- Defecation
- Sexual effects

Mental well-being
- Mental effects of cancer and treatments and needs arising from them
- Emotions
- Tension
- Fear
- Worry
- Grief
- Death
- Acceptance
- Adaptation
- Hope
- Manhood
- Identity
- Attitude
- Thinking

Social well-being
- Social effects of cancer and treatments and needs arising from them
- Need for social support
- Meaning of social support
- Human relationships
- Friends
- Help and support

Patient and spouse
- The effects of cancer and treatments on the relationship between the patient and the spouse and needs arising from them
- Relationship between patient and spouse
- Encountering difficult emotions related to the illness
- Effects of cancer on sexuality and intimate life
- Learning to live with changes in the relationship

- Closeness, openness, compassion and neediness
- New normal
- Interaction
- Meanings and shared meanings
- Supporting the spouse
- Well-being of both spouses
- Ability to encounter cancer together
- Commitment
- Common story

Family
- The effects of cancer and treatments on family members and needs arising from them
- Support needed by family members
- Help and support given by family members

Work and leisure
- The effects of cancer and treatments on work and leisure and needs arising from them
- Work
- Leisure
- Action

Future
- New perspectives
- New direction
- Possibilities
- In spite of the illness
- Experiencing one’s health
- Rehabilitation
- Healing
- Well-being
- Quality of life

Cancer experience and life story
- The whole
- Wonder
- Openness to change
- The element of surprise
- Humor
- Mystery
- Trust
- Own voice
- Meaningfulness
- Reasonableness
- Coping
- Achievements
- Strengths
- Priorities
- Values
- Gratitude
- Mental growth
Appendix 3. The Interview Methodologies in a Manual Style

To encourage researchers and practitioners to use the methodologies developed in this dissertation, I describe them in this appendix in manual style.

The guide is written using cancer experience as an example of an autobiographical rupture experience. However, the methodologies can also be used to address other autobiographical rupture experiences, in which case the necessary wordings will be adapted to the experience in question.

In the manual, different interview sections are separated with two hyphens.

Preparing the Physical Setting

Arrange a quiet place for the interviews, preferably the same room for the entire interview period. The room should contain a large enough table with 2–4 chairs around it for constructing and re-exploring the stories (hereafter, “Storyboard”) and a soft, comfortable seating area, such as a sofa and armchair, for the dialogues.

Creating and Nurturing a Dialogical Space

As important as it is to create a suitable physical space, it is also essential to create and nurture the dialogical space. Show the interviewees that you are interested in them, in what they have experienced, and in their lives as a whole. Listen to them in a careful, empathic, and responsive way. Show respect to them and what they say.

One essential means that supports you in accomplishing the above, and the interviewee in building a broader picture, is that you, throughout the process, reflect back what the interviewee has told you before. You can do this within an individual interview, for example, by summarizing the contents of the interview, and between the interviews by bringing material from the previous interviews to the next ones. Use the interviewee’s own words, expressions, and phrases when reflecting back their narration. You may even quote whole sentences or small excerpts of the dialogue when bringing something salient back to the dialogue.

When you are interviewing couples, encourage both interviewees to take part in the dialogue. Respect the natural flow of the interaction.

Instructions Concerning the First Interview

Tell the interviewees that they are the focus of the session and that you will interview them using different narrative interviewing methods, but in general you
hope that they will freely reflect on their lives and the cancer experience, its im-
impact, and the needs that arise from it, with an emphasis on what they find mean-
ingful.

Emphasize that the interviews are confidential, but the interviewee does not
need to tell you anything that they do not want to share. Let the interviewee(s) know that there is no hurry in the interviews; there is as much time as is needed
for each interview.

At the end of the first interview, agree on the length of the interview period and
a tentative interview schedule within it. These may be influenced by the length
of the treatment period, certain specific events during it (personal or treatment-
specific) or the interviewee’s/couple’s wish to process the illness experience
over a longer period. Agree on the date and time of the next interview.

**Narrative Interviews 1 to 4**

Use the following narrative interview approaches flexibly and sensitively de-
pending on the current situation of the interviewee(s):

- Life story interviewing: “Could you tell me your life story?”
- Theme-based narrative interviewing with the following main themes:
  - cancer treatment
  - physical, mental, and social well-being
  - patient and spouse, family
  - work and leisure
  - the future
  - cancer experience and life story from different viewpoints
    For further details, see Appendix 1
- Dual Lighting
  - can be used when the interviewee has created a Momentary Key
    Metaphor that presents two or more different (often contrasting)
    angles on the cancer experience

Start one of the interviews with a simple life story prompt: “Could you tell me
your life story?”

Raise other themes according to the interviewees’ current concerns at the time
of each interview. Make sure that all the main themes will be addressed during
interviews 1 to 4. When necessary, continue by asking clarifying questions or
present subthemes (Appendix 1) as narrative topics.

Use Dual Lighting to help the interviewee explore their cancer experience and
life through the contrasting perspectives presented in the metaphor they have
created earlier (e.g., being in the midst of a nightmare vs. being awake). You
may ask, for example:

- In which areas of your life and this experience do you still feel like being
  in the midst of a nightmare and in which do you already feel like being
  awake?
and then go through the interview themes.

Towards the end of the interview, ask the interviewee(s) with which metaphor they would describe the cancer experience at that moment in their life. Encourage the interviewee(s) to form the metaphor by continuing the following sentence:

- “Being ill with cancer in my life is like . . .” (patient)
- “My spouse being ill with cancer, in my life, is like . . .” (spouse)

When sharing a metaphor opens up a dialogue, let the conversation continue under its own guidance. You may also ask the interviewee to reflect on the metaphor’s personal meaning to help open the metaphor further:

- What does this metaphor mean to you?

If you are interviewing a couple, encourage the couple to share their metaphors in varying order during the interview series.

Agree on the date and time of the next interview.

**Between Narrative Interviews 1 to 4**

Listen and transcribe each interview before the next one. Mark key excerpts. Summarize the themes discussed, main thoughts, and key excerpts, so that you can return them to the interviewee(s) in the next interview(s).

**Between Narrative Interviews 4 and 5**

Listen and transcribe the 4th interview. Mark key excerpts.

Read through interview transcriptions 1 to 4. Immerse yourself in the text in an empathizing way. Think of the whole and the details.

Underline potential Clip candidates. Focus on the interviewee’s personal ways of expressing:

- life and its events
- self and others
- the past and the future
- feelings and thoughts
- options and choices
- evaluations and perceptions
- questions and answers
- values, goals, and wishes
- meanings and metaphors
The length of the Clip candidates may vary from a single word to a long sentence. Probably many of the key excerpts that you have previously marked are potential Clip candidates.

Go through the underlined Clip candidates iteratively and prune any that overlap or are less central, with the aim of identifying 60–100 most salient quotations representing the account(s) as a result. Write the quotes in a separate document in an appropriate font size. Print the document. Cut the Clips apart. Prepare a pile of empty slips for potential new Clips to be written by the interviewee(s) in the 5th interview.

**Narrative Interview 5**

Set the Clips on the table in random order before the interviewee(s) arrive(s).

When the interview starts, let the interviewee(s) face the Clips and emotions they evoke in peace. You can tell them how the Clips were born.

Instruct the interviewee(s) as follows:

- Could you create your life story including the cancer experience, as you perceive it now, using the Clips you feel meaningful for your story?
- You do not need to use all the Clips, just the ones you feel are relevant to your story.
- You can also add new words and sentences to your story. Here is a pen and slips of paper in case you need them.
- The form of the story is completely free.
- You can construct a shared story or two individual ones as you wish (couples).
- First have a look at all the Clips in peace. Then, take your time in constructing the story.
- The story will not be grammatically complete, but it may evolve in many ways: chronologically, thematically, developmentally, etc.
- I will do something else nearby so as not to disturb you, but you can ask me any questions you have in mind now or while constructing your story.

Move aside to the sofa or armchair, for example, to read some papers that you have with you. Be present in case the interviewee(s) need anything.

When the interviewee(s) indicate(s) that they are ready, go to the Storyboard and give the interviewee(s) appreciative feedback on the outcome. Ask the interviewee(s) for feedback as well:

- How did you feel building the story?

Then you can ask the interviewee(s) to tell their story with the Clips:

- Could you tell me your story using the Clips that you chose?

Let the interviewee(s) expand their account:
• What did you add? What did you leave out and why?

--

Invite the interviewee(s) to the sofa and armchair to continue the dialogue:

• How would you now describe the meaning of the cancer experience?
• Has it become part of your life story?
• How would you describe the meaning of the interviews in processing the cancer experience?
• Have you noticed any mental growth caused by the cancer experience and by the process of handling it?

--

Towards the end of the interview, ask the interviewee(s) for a Momentary Key Metaphor in two ways. First thinking of the cancer experience retrospectively, as a whole, by continuing the following sentence:

• “Being ill with cancer in my life was like . . .” (patient)
• “My spouse being ill with cancer, in my life, was like . . .” (spouse)

and thereafter, describing the cancer experience at that specific moment as in the preceding interviews.

When sharing a metaphor opens up a dialogue, let the conversation continue under its own momentum. You may also ask the interviewee to reflect on the personal meaning of the metaphor to help open the metaphor further:

• What do these metaphors mean to you?

--

Agree on the date and time of the follow-up interview (approximately one year after the first interview).

When the interview has finished, take a photograph/photographs of the Storyboard and number the Clips on the back.

**Between Narrative Interview 5 and the Follow-up Interview**

Listen to and transcribe the 5th interview.

Print out the interviewee’s Momentary Key Metaphors from narrative interviews 1 to 5 in chronological order.

**The Follow-up Interview**

Before the interview, reconstruct the Storyboard(s) on a table according to the photograph(s) taken after the 5th interview.
Start the interview by asking about the progress of the interviewee’s/couple’s well-being and quality of life during the follow-up period:

- Could you describe your well-being and quality of life, and how they have evolved since the 5th interview when we met last time?

Then ask the interviewee(s) for a Momentary Key Metaphor, thinking of the cancer experience as a whole from a longer-term perspective by continuing the following sentence:

- “Being ill with cancer in my life was like . . .” (patient)
- “My spouse being ill with cancer, in my life, was like . . .” (spouse)

When sharing a metaphor opens up a dialogue, let the conversation continue under its own guidance. You may also ask the interviewee to reflect on the personal meaning of the metaphor to help open the metaphor further:

- What does this metaphor mean to you?

Then hand the interviewee(s) the sheet of paper with their personal Momentary Key Metaphors in chronological order and ask the interviewee(s) to share their thoughts on the metaphors:

- During interviews 1–5, you created these metaphors, in this order, to describe the cancer experience in your life. Take your time to look at them.
- Do you see a plot or a story in them? If yes, what kind?
- What do these metaphors bring to mind when you look at them now from a longer-term perspective?

Then go together to the Storyboard and give the interviewee(s) the following instructions:

- In the 5th interview, you created a story like this. . . . Take a look at it in peace. Then I will ask you to ponder:
  - Would you now tell something differently? If yes, how would you change your story?
  - How would you continue your story?
  - You may add new Clips, move Clips, take Clips away—change and continue the story in just the way that you wish and feel right at the moment, from the current perspective.
  - Here is a pen and slips of paper for your possible needs.

Move aside to the sofa and armchair, as in the 5th interview.

When the interviewee(s) indicate(s) that they are ready, go to the Storyboard:
• Did you change something? If yes, what kind of changes did you make and why?
• How did you continue your story?

--

Invite the interviewee(s) to the sofa and armchair to continue the dialogue:

• How would you describe the meaning of the interviews in processing the cancer experience and your life?
• Have you noticed any mental growth caused by the cancer experience and by the process of handling it?

Finally, ensure that all relevant topics have been discussed during the interview series:

• Is there anything you would still like to add?

Thank the interviewee(s) for sharing their experience and life story.
"Here, the whole of life intertwines with the stories now on these clips, so this in a way sheds light on how you have lived and where you are now, and how to get forward . . . I am now much more mature and able to face the life ahead again; I won't worry about this cancer anymore." (patient)

This dissertation developed two key interview methodologies to work through an autobiographical rupture experience and to support the (re)construction of life narratives with 10 prostate cancer patients, five with their spouses, in a series of interviews conducted over a timespan of several months. In the Momentary Key Metaphor methodology, the interviewee is asked to describe the illness experience using metaphors and to reflect on their personal meaning; the metaphors are then returned to the interviewee for retrospective review in the last interview. In the Clip Approach methodology, the interviewee’s narration is reflected back through visual artifacts, "the Clips," that allow the interviewee to re-enter their cancer experience and life and to re-construct their narratives concerning them. The dissertation proposes a series of interviews as a patient-centered guidance and counseling intervention for cancer care and outlines several different options for the use of the methodologies in practical client/patient work and research. The methodologies offer encouraging potential for low-threshold psychosocial support interventions in a range of application areas and may also provide new tools for existing contexts, such as psychotherapies, and medical appointments in a longer treatment relationship.